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South Loop in transition 
Neighborhood wrestles with its identity as it draws new residents, businesses 
By Amber Holst 
Editor-in.Chief 
Part one of two 
It's a sunny late fall morning, and at 
the intersection of Dearborn and Polk 
streets there's an eclectic mix of activity 
taking place. 
In a small vacant lot at the end of 
Dearborn, a thirtyish woman walks a pair 
of whippei dogs, both boasting matching 
sweaters. Across the street, a young cou-
ple gaze at a number of listings in the 
window of a real estate office, most 
flaunting l~ft condominiums that reach 
half a million dollars plus. -
A few feet away, ,two early twenty-
something stude!lts, already late for class, 
still find time to run into a local cQffee-
house for $3 lattes. 
As they head to class, the students pass 
by a homeless man who spent the night at 
aJocal shelter. To get a bed, the man had 
t<\Place his clothing ill a-200-degree-clos-
et-like "hot box" to destroy any vermin 
that had become attached to him. This 
morning, the man hopes to make $40 by 
selling copies of a locally produced street 
paper to passersby. 
This distinctive mix of peopie has long 
been part of the unique urban1andscape 
known as the South Loop. However, 
recent changes-actually glaring 
changes-have those who live and work 
and study in the neighborhood wondering 
how long that mix may last. 
Growth has come to the South Loop, 
and in a big way. Nearly every block her-
alds construction of projects new and old. 
Literally aro11nd the cornerfrom the inter-
section of Dearborn and Polk streets .a 
billboard touts the yet-to-be-built resi-
dences of Forty-One East 8th Street, 
where condominiums will reach 
$400,000 plus. 
A bit further to the south at 11th and 
Wabash, ground will soon be broken on a 
34-story condominium tower. Here, 
prices for a 764 square foot studio will 
start at nearly $200,000. A parking space 
in the fifth floor garage will cost an addi-
tional $30,000. 
The properties are a bargain compared 
to a rehab taking place at I Sth and State 
streets, where two buildings are being 
converted into lofts and condominiums 
that reach near a million dollars. 
The projects are part of a record num-
ber of new housing units being construct-
ed in the South Loop, as well as a record 
number of loft conversions in century-old 
buildings. 
Investment in the neighborhood, which 
was once centered around Printers Row 
but now stretches from Congress 
Parkway on the north to as far as Cermak 
Road on the south, is at a record high and 
has also taken place in record time. 
According to Eve Kronen, a managing 
broker with Coldwell Banker's South 
Loop Residential Brokerage Office, 
located in Dearborn Station, living space 
has escalated from $95 per square foot in 
1995 to at least $300 per square foot in 
the year 2000. 
"I can' t even begin to tell you, it's been 
huge," said Kronen, a resi~ent of the 
South Loop for six years, about the 
band Neil Frankel in the Donohue 
Building at Dearborn and Polk streets, 
said the value of her unit has "more than 
doubled" over the past ten years. 
The rising values are a bittersweet 
reward for Coleman, however, who wor-
ries that artists and architects will no 
longer be able to buy into the South 
Loop. 
" It could become a place of nothing but 
financiers and lawyers and other profes-
sionals," said Coleman. 
Coleman is not the only long-time 
South Loop resident worried that the 
neighborhood is following in the path of 
Lincoln Park or Bucktown, where gentri-
fication--especially a changing demo-
graphic mix- has quickly redefined the 
community. 
"Who wants Lincoln Park down here? 
It's about the friendliness of knowing the 
butcher over there and the florist over 
there-that 's one of the reasons I left 
Lincoln Park after 30 years. I didn' t 
know anyone anymore," Kronen said. 
"For those who arc renting, the prob-
Bill Manley/Chronicle; I em is that the rents have gotten to the 
.. . Neil-Frankel and Cindy Coleman pose with their daughter, Emanuela, in their Printers Row point where people can't afford them in a 
loJt .. frankel.and Coleman have lived in the South Loop off and on for ·20 years. ~~~a~e~o~~dt:;: ab~~~~sT~~. M'l.~·~~~: 
munity may not be able to affordii>li:~',, ~., ~·, •. 
-growth over the· last five years. land-has been recycled, so to speak, and 
has now become a tax-producing residen-
tial neighborhood," said Barbara Lynne, 
executive director of the Near South 
Planning Board. "For a lot of people, (the 
neighborhood) has gone from being 
extremely under utilized to being 
extremely productive." 
here." .. · · · 
• ·"In 1990, no one would have thought 
about' living in the South Loop," said 
Ilyce Glink, a syndicated ' real estate 
columnist and WGN-TV money and real 
estate correspondent. "It was a virtual 
wasteland with vacant land and just a few 
pioneers." 
There are those in the South Loop who 
feel that many of the artists who were 
originally drawn there two decades ago 
have already been forced out by the eco-
nomics of the neighborhood. 
"The biggest change has been that 
vacant property-buildings and railroad 
Designer and writer Cindy Coleman, 
who owns a loft with her architect hus- See South Loop, page 3 
How Higltis Up? 
' 
·-. Not .IJnly·has there been a record number of new properties th11t have opened in the :South Loop over the last few years, but 
. home prices·have also hit a ilecord high. Here's a sampling of some-of ~-e South Loop's more expensive housing: 
Museum Park at,Central Station :·' "' . · - . 
Sales office is at Indiana Ave. at 13th St. Two towers and to~~e.m~s, priced from $439,500 to $559,5QO. 
Dearborn Tower 
1530 South State St. 2llloft residences in original 11-story building, and 106 luxury condominiums in 6-story new con-
struction buildings, including 23 duplex lofts and eight penthouses .. Prices range from $174,800 to $999,800. 
Prairie House at Central Station · 
Northeast corner of 15tn Pl. and Prairie Ave. within the Central 
Station enclave. 187 deluxe condominium homes, including 22 
terra~e units. Units range in price from $193,000 to _$900,000. 
Bu~Park Plaza · 
40 E. 9 St. 292 condominiums including nine penthouses, 
priced from $99,000 to $1.3 million. 
Miclllgan Avenue' Lofts 
910 South Michigan Ave. 267 units in a 20-story loft building. 
Prices start at $180,000. '· . 
The Micbi&an Avenue Garden Terraces 
1422 to 1440 S. Michigan Ave. 100 condominiums, ranging in 
price from $360,000 to $1,989,5000. 
Prairie Avenue Lofts 
221 E. Cullerton Ave. • . . 
I 08 condominiums in eight rehabbed floors, 30 penthouses i!l 
three stories of new construction, ranging in price from $170,900 
to $468,000. 
1111 S. Wabash Ave. 
Bill Manley/Chronicle 
Real Estate ads displayed in the window of Castle Keepers 
Realty, located in the heart of Printers Row. 
Constiuction of this 34-story 247-uni( building is slated for Feburary, prices will span $188,900 for a 764-square-foot stu-
dio to $1.2 million for a 4,270-square-foot penthouse. 
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tnh Student Academy Awards 
, 1 • ~.et.s {application deadline 
f 411 J U I I. 1 A~!l*S~Idd tl( )he 28th annual Student Academy 
Awards competition. presented by the Academy of Motion 
Pictures Arts and Sciences. are now available. Entries 
must be submitted by April 2 in order to be considered for 
this year's awards. 
This year's original entries will be accepted only on Y," 
VHS video tape. However. should an entry be selected as 
a regional finalist, the entrant must provide a 16mm or 
larger film format print within seven days of notification, in 
order to continue in the competition. Winning films from 
each of the three regions will then compete as national 
finalists. These films will be screened at the Academy's 
headquarters in Beverly Hills and voted upon by tAe 
Academy membership- the same film artists and c'*-
people who vote to select Oscar winning films. 
Entries may be submitted in one of four categories: ....,_ 
native. animation. documentary or narrative. 
Students selected as national winners will be flown tD 
Los Angeles to participate in a week of industry-netat.d 
activities and social events that will culminate June 1 0 with 
the awards presentation ceremony. Along with their tro-
phies. Gold medal winners in each of the four categorieB 
will receive $5.000; Silver medal winners take ~e 
$3.000; and Bronze medal winners are awarded $2.000. 
Interested students may download an application from 
the Academy's website at www.oscars.org/saa or Mild 
their application request. along with a self-addreiMd, 
stamped business-size envelope to: 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
8949 Wilshire Blvd. 
Beverty Hills. CA 90211 
Attn: Student Academy Awards 
Murbach memorial planned 
A memorial celebration for Columbia's recently 
deceased Artist-in-Residence, John Murbach, will be hlld 
on Monday. Feb. 19. Murbach. who died suddenly over 
Columbia's holiday break. taught scenic design in the 
Theater department for 10 years. 
The event will take place at the Music Concert Hall, 1014 
S. Michigan Ave. An exhibition of Murbach's art wil be 
featured in the lobby at 6:30 p.m. The program is sche6-
uled to begin at 7 p.m. Following the celebration. a short 
reception will be held. 
Friends of Murbach's will donate a tree in h1s mernoty 
to the Chicago Botanical Gardens. Donations wil be 
accepted at the event or can be forwarded to Mary Badger 
in the Theater department. 
C.C.E.N. gets a makeover 
C.C.E.N., the cable program v•ewed on monitors cam~ 
wide. is changing its name to columbiacollege.tv. 
The news magazine style will remain the same but the 
content will undergo a change- focusing strictly on the 
Columbia campus and the interest of its student body. 
The approach will include segments featuring student 
exhibitions. faculty profiles. calendars of events. special 
events and an Internet webcast of show segments on the 
Television departmenfs website. 
Musewn of Photography to hast 
gallery talk and exhibitition 
Feb. 28 at 4 p.m .. the Museum of Contem~ 
Photography, •n the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building, Will con-
duct a jlallery talk hosted by Antonia Centro and Maurlzio 
Pellegnn, aa they complete the installation of the exhibit, 
"Descry." They will ditcYn the process of creating and 
mounting a arte-specific collaborative installa!lon as well •• 
the commonality of the•r Individual wetb. 
Admissions seeks student art 
for future publication 
The Olf•ce of Undergraduate Adm•ss•ons 11 seek1ng 
slides cf student art . Sefected •magea w1ll be published 1n 
up'XJm1ng catalogs. brochures and ada promoting 
C.olumtJ•a The purpose '' to g•ve the world a good •dea 
uf the ~ •nd uf artv1or~ Columb•a students produce Shdos. 
PM~ i!nd d1a~s are acu.ptable and may 1ncludo pho 
towaphy. fash•on. graph•c do11gn or any othor art form 
lnfr-rmat•on such a~ the IIIIo, art•st's namo and yoar at 1 
Colurnb•a ahould be •ncludorJ 
Plea"' w bm1t ont"o~ by r obruary n to Brandon 
l·.qwtar. M m1U1ons Ofl•co. room :101 600 S M1ch•gan 
I• I'J 
FO< furttmr •nforrnat•on. ploa§e call (3 12) :J44 709~ 
If you have an upcoming event or 
onnouncement. pltJose call the Chronicle's 
news Uosk o/ (312) 344-7255. 
Donnie Seals Jr.!CtvoNde 
lelllnd the counter at the new Chicago Carryout on Harrison Street Fredrick Ugusif (foreground), George Heotis 
•k, right) and Santiago Torres (lift) hustle to prepare orders for a busy lunch time crowd. Chicago Carryout 
Neantly displaced the Harrison Snackahop. 
1--------------------------------------
Columbia celebrates V-Day 
1J Jamie Jorgensen 
Correspondent 
Columbia students and faculty will 
help celebrate V-Day on Thursday, 
Peb. 15, when they present a benefit 
!performance of the hit play, "Vagina Monologues." V-Day, a movement 
to end violence toward women. was 
created in 1998, and since has 
become a worldwide cause, with 
nations such as Kenya and 
Yuaoslavia now participating. 
Two Columbia students, Stephanie 
Land, a photography major, and 
Nicole Salm, a film major, were the 
mutcrminds behind the school's 
involvement in V-Day. Land 
became interested in the feminist 
caUK two years ago and has partici-
pated in several feminist marches. 
After trying without success to form 
a feminist group at Columbia, Land 
discovered the V-Day website. 
There she signed up for the opportu-
nity to produce and perform the • 
" V!IIina Monologues" at Columbia. 
"from there it snowballed," Land 
..W about the play taking shape 
wldllo the past months. 
She and Salm attended a workshop 
in Chicago over the summer that 
- hosted by the author of lhc 
" Vqlna Monologues," Eve Ensler. 
There they learned about the history 
of the play they direct later in the 
year. 
Five faculty members from 
The Muaeum of Contemporary 
Art and the Chicago Alliance of 
Afrlcan·Amerlcan Photographers 
pr111nts an .. hlbllion preview of 
The Journey: The Next 100 YHrs. 
The exhibition documents poll-
Ilea end the 1rt1, religious cere· 
monl11 and aoclel gatherlngl, 
bualn111 and etrttt lift through 
the eytl of nearly 50 local photog· 
raphtrl . 
The preview on Tuteday, Feb. 13, 
will ftature remtrka by noted 
Chlcego historian Tlmut l Bleck 
end 1 apoken word performance 
by Chicago artist Marvlnttta Penn. 
The actual exhibition 11111 
through March 4. 
Oonnlt s .. lt JI./Chrunlolt 
Columbia have been chosen to per-
form in the show, while auditions 
were held for the t3 other parts. 
" It's not often that students are 
able to watch the faculty perform in 
their field of expertise, .so it's simi-
lar to a mentoring experience," said 
Kristen Cone, producer of the show. 
Over 60 girls auditioned for a part 
in the play. Of those 60, 13 were 
chosen for the final roles. 
According to Cone, the auditions 
consisted of one comedic and one 
dramatic monologue, as well as a 
monologue from the script. At the 
end of the audition, the girls were 
told to fake an orgasm. 
" It showed us how willing the girls 
were to put themselves out in the 
open," Land said. 
The play itsel f consists of frag-
ments of conversations and inter-
views that Ensler conducted. The 
responses of these interviews come 
from over 200 women of all differ-
ent cultural, sexual and religious 
backgrounds. The content of the 
play ranges from comedic to seri-
ous, and deals with issues such as 
rape, genital mutilation, menstrua-
tion and birth. And although many 
people arc uncomfortable with the 
word vagina, Cone says the play can 
be enjoyed by a wide variety of 
audience members. 
"This play is proof that if you've 
got a dream, there an: ways to make 
it happen," Cone said as she emplih-
sized the fact that neither Land nor 
Salm are theater majors. 
After rehearsing for over five 
weeks, the play will finally be per-
formed Thursday, Feb. 15 at 
Columbia's Multicultural Center on 
South Wabash Avenue. Tickets for 
the performance sold out ·several 
days after they went on sale, and it's 
estimated that over $2,000 will be 
raised with more than 300 people in 
attendance. Artwork created and 
designed by women will also be on 
display at the show. T-shirts, choco-
late-vaginas and books will be avail-
able to purchase as well . A ll of the 
proceeds from this event will go to 
Clara's House, a women's shelter in 
West Englewood. 
DePaul, Northwestern and UIC an: 
other schools that will also perfonn 
the play in the Chicago area. New 
York City also hosted a V-Day cele-
bration at Madison Sq~ Garden 
over the weekend, with celebrities 
such as Oprah Winfrey, Calista 
Flockhart and Jane Fonda perform-
ing in the " Vagina Monologues:" 
Both Land and Salm were able to 
travel to New York to -lake part in 
the event. 
"It's all been a really good leam-
ing experience," Salm said. Both 
she and Land hope the V-Day cele-
bration is something that Columbia 
will continue to participate in for 
years to come. 
If you an: interested in leaming 
more about V-Day, you can visit the 
website at www.vday.o111. 
February 12:2001 
South Loop 
Continued from Front Page 
"My taxes went up 35 percent (in 
2000)," Kronen said about her loft home 
, at 1322 S. Wabash Ave. "There's a lot of 
people who ·could not afford that-espe-
cially the artist." 
"18 years ago, when I first opened my 
store, the lofts were full of artists, pho-
tographer.; and architects," said Ulrich 
Sandmeyer, owner of Sandmeyer's 
Bookstore in Printer's Row, 714 S. 
Dearborn. "Those people have been 
replaced now by thQse who work at the 
Mere, stockbrokers and business guys in 
general." 
The result, said Sandmeyer, is that the 
South Loop now lacks a 'lot of the "artis-
tic energy" that it had in the 1980s. 
"Look at what happened to Lincoln 
Park and how it's changed from 40 years 
ago," he said. " It's happened here now. 
There's thousands and thousands of new 
people here now but the neighborhood 
has lost its urban charm." 
Some say that it has lost even more. 
"There's now a Starbucks in the South 
Loop--how edgy can it be," asked Ted 
Kasemir, the president of Restaurant 
Develo~ment Group, which l<l.st year 
opened up the Bar Louie restaurant at 4 7 
W. Polk St. "It 's no longer ground-break-
~g~ ~ 
The change especially worries those 
pioneers who did make that investment 
into the South Loop in 1990. 
"There is a reason why I chose to live 
in the South Loop. Not only because of 
its location, but because of the diversity 
and culture," said Ronald Wos, a 20-year 
resident of Dearborn Park One. "I don't 
want some developer coming in and 
turning this into the North Side," added 
Wos. 
"We need to think about what we are 
doing, we need to think about what do 
we wani," Kronen asked. "What's hap-
pel)iJ;Jg in the South Loop is similar to 
what's happening elsewhere in the city-
just like we're pushing artists out of 
Wicker Park and Pilsen." 
"Are we just creating rich neighbor-
hoods along the lakefront," Kronen wor-
ried. 
"There are a lot more people from the 
financial industry living here because of 
the proximity to the Chicago Board of 
Trade," Coleman said. 
What people such as Kronen and Wos 
don't want to lose, or see diluted, is what 
has best defined the South Loop as a 
neighborhood: its rich base of institu-
tions such as Columbia College, now the 
largest landholder in the South Loop, 
whose art-savvy students add an edgy 
vibrancy. . 
Or the Sou1h Loop's multiculturalism, 
which ranges from the world-renowned 
blues at Buddy Guy's Legends, to the 
scholarly treasures . of the Spertus 
RECJIIVEO 
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Photos by Bill Manley/Chronicle 
Above: A snowy lot on the corner of Dearborn and Polk streets frames Dearborn Station's signature bell tower, built in 1885. 
Below: Gourmand, a neighborhood coffeehouse, caters to its diverse clientele by showcasing eclectic art, playing host to local 
musical acts and providing a meeting place for area students. 
College of Judaica. 
Or its current .population that spans the 
socio-economic scale--where struggling 
artists share buildings with LaSalle 
Street financiers. -
It is a place where artists, students and 
the homeless not only mingle, but mesh. 
The South-Loop now offers "small town 
comforts with access to big city attrib-
utes," Coleman said. 
Down Dearborn Street you can still 
find "mom and pop" businesses, such as 
Sandmeyer's Bookstore in Printer's Row 
and Gourmand Coffeehouse, and neigh-
borhood pubs, like Kasey's or the South 
Loop Club, Coleman said. 
Merchants such as Sandmeyer admit 
that their businesses have thrived thanks 
to the changing demographics of the 
South Loop. 
"The demographics have been good for 
retail," Sandmeyer said. "When we start-
ed a lot of our business relied on mail 
order. Now, we rely on walk-in traffic, 
mostly the people who live here." 
Another turning point for the neighbor-
hood was the construction of the 
Museum Campus a few years ago by the 
city of Chicago, said Coleman. "It made 
the neighborhood a bit more accessible 
and desirable," she said. 
Opened in 1998, the campus united 
three of Chicago's major lakefront cul-
tural institutions-the Field Museum, the 
John G Shedd Aquarium and the Adler 
Planetarium and Astronomy Museum-
in a park setting that reflected the 1909 
Chicago Plan of architect Daniel 
Burnham's vision of a continuous central 
lakefront park system. 
One of the most tangible signs of 
change has been the recent effort to relo-
cate the Pacific Garden Mission, a home-
less shelter at 646 S. State St., which has 
been operating in the South Loop for 
more than a century. 
"We want to do what the Lord wants us 
to do," said Steve Lawton, director of 
Mission Services, on a night in which 
·600-plus homeless men were scheduled 
to stay at the shelter. "If our Landlord 
tells us to move we' ll move." 
The Chicago Public School 's Jones 
Academic Magnet High School, loca!ed just 
to the north of the mission at 606 S. State St. 
is looking to expand into the property 
that now houses the Paci fie Garden 
Mission. Chicago Public School officials 
are planning to tear down the three cen-
tury-old building that house the mission 
and construct a four-story athletic center 
on the land that will also be available to 
residents who will use a separate after 
school hours entrance. 
The $33 million dollar project is also 
requiring the school to expand to the 
north as well , building a new park facili-
ty over an existi ng parking lot and a shut-
tered Burger King. 
"With this kind of change, you're cer-
tainly getting rid of poor people, working 
class people, and those institutions that 
serviced poor people, like the Pacific 
Garden Mission, which is slowly but 
surely going to get pushed out," said 
Dominic Pacyga, a history professor at 
Columbia and the author of four books 
on Chicago's history. 
There have been some intangible 
changes as well. Coleman noted that the 
"spirit" of the South Loop seems to be 
changing, something she relates to the · 
demographics that reflect the higher tax 
bracket of current residents. 
"The people who are moving in are dif-
ferent," she said. "The spirit that 
let everyone do their own thing in the 
past is disappearing. There's a new breed 
of"person coming. And they' re a lot less 
casual," Coleman said. 
"This was an incredibly dreary place, 
which was originally a semi-industrial 
area chock full of burlesques, llop hous-
es, adult penny arca<jes, low-end com-
mercial strips, with mainly adult-orient-
ed business," Pacyga sa id. "Twenty years 
ago, the South Loop was a dangerous 
place, with lots o f prostitution and 
drugs." 
Next week: A look at the South 
Loop 's metamorphosis starting in 
the late 1960s, and its proponents 
ponder its future. 
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Style and spirit are crucial, say aspiring auto designers 
By Lawrence Ulrich 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
As college-educated twentysome-
things, they're the next generation of new 
car buyers, their tastes and values relent-
lessly probed and analyzed by the indus-
try. 
But these students also are budding 
auto designers at the Center for Creative 
Studies in downtown Detroit. As both on-
the-cusp auto consumers and potential 
leaders in automotive design, they were 
in a unique position to assess the offer-
ings at the North American International 
Auto Show. 
We also spoke with car designer Carl 
Olsen, the retiring chairman of CCS's 
transportation design program, whose 
students have gone on to design vehicles 
from the all-new Jeep Liberty to the con-
cept Cadi llac Vizon. 
So what catches the students' eyes? 
Not the cars their parents drive. 
"I just can't see myself in a minivan," 
said Carrie Przybycki, 22, of Washington 
Township, Mich. 
Przybycki and Christopher Hilts, also 
22, and Sarah Dixson, 21, are among stu-
dents at the prestigious art college who 
created the concept Ford Faze. 
The students look forward to automo-
tive careers. Przybycki, a senior, has 
already been offered a job as a Ford inte-
rior designer fo llowing a recent intern-
ship with the automaker. 
Hilts of Dearborn, Mich., took first 
place and a $4,000 scholarship in the 
2000 New York Auto Show competition 
that pitted more than 40 projects from 12 
of the nation's most prestigious industrial 
design programs. (CCS students swept 
the first three places). 
Their assessment: Minivans are passe. 
Wagons are in. 
Wagons? • 
CCS students transformed a Ford Focus 
wagon into the splashy Ford Faze for 
their North American International Auto 
Show concept vehicle. 
And the students like the new breed of 
wagons, which blend traditional wagon 
virtues with style that's generations 
removed from the fake-wood-paneled 
wagons. Hilts said younger generations 
barely remember that wagons were once 
the epitome of suburbia. 
"When .f told my parents I liked the 
Volvo V70 Cross Country, they said, "A 
wagon?' "Hilts says with a laugh. "But 
to me it's cool; a minivan is out." 
Hilts adds that he 's big on performance, 
attracted to stylish, fun-to-drive sport 
sedans, like the Lexus IS, and sports cars, 
I ike the new N issan Z that made its debut 
in Detroit. 
"It's a simple, bold statement. And it's 
pretty much factory-ready," Hilts says of 
Nissan 's revival of the Z nameplate, 
which wi ll hit showrooms in 2002. 
Hilts also enjoyed the mechanical lines 
and almost lunar-lander look of Chrysler 
Group's Jeep Willys concept vehicle. 
Among misses, he cites BMW's X Coupe 
concept and the Toyota Matrix, a com-
pact, wagon-like concept that's a sister to 
the Pontiac Vibe. 
Students noted the crossover trend-
the melding of different vehicle types-
saying more sport-utility vehicles and 
minivans are trying look like cool cars. 
Again, automakers are trying to lure 
younger people by offering utility with-
out the traditional look. That's what stu-
dents had in mind for their Faze, Dixson 
said. 
"We're trying to make it more exciting 
and sophisticated, so you don't feel 
you're in a minivan or station wagon," 
Dixson said. 
Volkswagen's potent mix of style, per-
formance ·and engineering has made it a 
favorite for younger buyers, and the CCS 
students are no different. The average 
Volkswagen buyer is 37 years old, giving 
VW the youngest consumers of any 
automaker. 
Przybycki calls the VW Microbus con-
cept, with its blend of retro looks and 
high-tech features, one of her show 
favorites. 
"Volkswagen is just great on colors and 
interiors," she says. 
Students also gave good marks to the 
all-new Jeep Liberty, positioned by 
DaimlerChrysler as a replacement for the 
affordable Cherokee. Affordability is a 
critical factor for many consumers, but 
especially younger buyers, Dixson says. 
"You'd like a Porsche, but you'd rather 
have a house," she says. 
Britain's classic Mini, revived by 
BMW, was a smash hit. CCS instructor 
Olsen said the tiny hatchback's style and 
influential front-wheel-drive, transverse-
mounted engine won his vote in a poll 
last year to select the 20th Century's most 
significant car. 
"I can't stand that the Beetle is thought 
of as a more significant car," says Olsen, 
at Cobo Center on his reti rement day. "Its 
rear-engine layout was a design dead-
end, and the Mini was far more signifi-
cant." 
Olsen, who began his career at General 
Motors and became style director at 
Citroen's Paris design studio, sa id 
today's designers are absorbing enor-
mous influences, from the retro styles to 
high ly geometric, function-oriented 
shapes. 
"We're in a very rich period of design," 
Olsen says, "We've gone through the 
epochs of branding and marketing, and 
now design is in its acscendancy. People 
are discovering that if you want a home-
run vehicle, you need that gut reaction. 
So suddenly you get a PT Cruiser that's a 
hit out of left field." 
. Students agreed that style and spirit are 
crucial. 
"If you look at the PT Cruiser, it evokes 
all kinds of emotions," Hilts says. 
"You don't want a car to be just a piece 
of equipment." 
. Dixson adds, "Like any product, from a 
car to a piece of furniture, it has to mean 
something to you." 
J Mays, Ford's design chief, says that's 
the attitude he looks for when he inter-
views for a staff that counts more than 
I ,000 designers between Ford 's eight 
brands. Ford's production-ready Thunderbird 
and its Forty-Nine concept vehicle have been 
cited as among the show's most evocative 
shapes. 
"We have more than enough people who 
can sketch cars or come up with some-
thing flamboyent, but that's not what 
be ing a designer is about," Mays says. "A 
car has to tell a story, to connect emo-
tionally and say something about our 
common values." 
Unfazed, design students come up 
with winner for Ford called Faze 
Turn 14 college art students loose on a show car, and a cynic migiJt expect an artsy, 
outrageous result-in short, a car 
that would leave the masses scratch-
in~ theil- heads. 
!'or their concept version of the 
Ford Fqpus wagon, however, design-
ers-in-training at Detroit's Center for 
Creative Studies were determined to 
push automotive boundaries, while , 
designing a practical car. 
The Ford Faze, on display at the 
North American International Auto 
Show at Cobo Center; is the culmi-
nation of the students' fire-y IS-
week baptism into the realities of 
designing, executing and manufac-
turing' an exterior/interior trim pack-
age for a vehicle. It's one of six CCS 
projects at the show. 
The shiny copper-colored wagon 
with an oversized sunroof is the fifth 
annual project for the Color and 
Trim class at the private college in 
downtown Detroit, one of the 
nation's top breeding grounds for 
automotive designers. 
After consulting wi\h m~ntors from 
major , sponsors, Ford Motor Co., 
ASC Inc. and Johnson Controls Inc., 
in September, students began pin-
'ning up images and ideas to select a 
theme. 
They settled on the Ford Faze, a car 
that could satisfY a young profes-
sional moving through various ·pha,s-
es·of life- from starting a career to 
starting a family. The look is spirited 
and youthful, yet th_e wagon remains 
practical and affordable. 
Manufactured by auto supplier 
ASC, with. Student input during field 
trips to its Southgate facility, the 
Faze is a revamped Focus with a 
copper-colored exterior, matching 
trim and 1 7-inch wheels;· stitched-
leather seats and removable leather 
backpacks; copper and aluminum 
interior accents; and a lower body 
and custom Borla exhaust. 
Perhaps the Faze's most intriguing 
feature is its massive electric folding 
vinyl sunroof, which retracts beyond 
the back seats to give the feel .of a 
four-seat convertible. Paul Behling 
of ASC, a longtime CCS mentor on 
these projects, says it's the industry's 
largest sunroof. 
Just like real-world designers, stu-
lients were forced to collaborate. 
Christopher Hilts, 22, said students 
were determined to avoid a too-
trendy design. The Dearborn student 
remembers one major tangle over a 
. b lue accent stripe on the vehicle. The 
stripe didn't make the cut. 
"We decided it was just too much," 
Hilts says, with a roll of his eyes. 
The project quickly forced students 
to make automotive fantasy jibe with 
manufacturing realities such as cost, 
feasibility and regulations. Students 
such a,s In-Yeok Chung, 28, of 
Pusan, Korea, and Carrie Przybycki, 
22, of Washington Township, found 
some of their interior ideas short-cir-
cuited by safety requirements in 
areas such as seats and air bags. 
Deadlines were another intrusion 
of the real world. 
"We got to where we had to pick a 
logo, or we weren't going to have 
one," Hilts says. 
Behling notes that project sponsors 
benefit by providing experience to 
students who may end up leading ·. 
their next generation of design. Of 
the I 1 professional designers at 
ASC, nine are CCS graduates. 
Students saw their creation taking 
shape as New Year's Day 
approached, but had to wait to see 
the finished product Jan. 8 at Cobo 
Center. 
"It's incredible to see something 
you worked on tum into a real-life 
car," said Detroiter Sarah Dixson, 
21. . 
Student wins right to sue ex-professor for calling her 'Monica' 
By Helen Peterson . 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
NEW YORK- Better watch those Monica Lewinsky 
jokes. 
A federal judge has given a former student of State 
University of New York at New Paltz permission to sue 
her former professor for repeatedly referring to her as 
"Monica." 
The woman, lnbal Hayut, 23, said Alex Young also 
made such remarks as, "How was your weekend with 
Bill?" and "Shut up, Monica. I' ll give you a cigar later," 
according to court papers. 
He once mentioned she was wearing the same color 
lipstick as Lewinsky. 1 
Hayut is suing Young and several SUNY New Paltz 
officials who allegedly fai led to respond to her sexual 
harassment complaint. Young could not be reached for 
comment, but his lawyer, Kenneth Kelly, said his client 
was just teasing Hayut because he thought she resem-
bled Lewinsky. 
"It may not be polite, it may not be politically correct, 
but it is not sexual harassment," Kelly said. 
"Shut up, Monica. 
I'll give you a 
cigar later." 
Young, who retired after the case surfaced, has not been 
accused of propositioning or improperly touching 
Hayut, Kelly said. 
The remarks were made while Hayut was a student in 
Young's political science class in the fall of 1998. 
"The timing of these comments, occurring as they did 
at the height of the White House sex scandal, is ... signif-
icant ... in determining the legitimate inferences which 
might be drawn from them," Northern District Judge 
David Hurd wrote in a decision made public Thursday. 
The judge said that looking at the facts from Hayut's 
standpoint, the comments were the equivalent of Young 
tell ing her classmates that she would perform, or was 
performing, sex acts on "older men in positions of 
authority." 
Hurd said the comments could have created a "sexu-
ally hostile environment" for Hayut, who has transferred 
to another college. 
Her lawyer, Will iam Martin, said the remarks left her 
feeling "embarrassed .. . and humiliated." 
He described Hayut as "quiet, shy and reserved" and 
said she never laughed or encouraged any banter. Martin 
said Hayut corrected Young when he called her 
"Monica," saying, "that is not my name. 
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F o Students A t 
Academic Excellence Award 
$3000 for one academic year ($1,500 
awarded in Fall. 2001 and $1.500 
awarded 1n Spnng 2002). T11is scholar-
ship IS for full-t ime students with a 
3 .0 cumulative grade point average 
and at least 12 credit hours earned 
at Columbia College Chicago. 
Deadline: March 15, 2001 
Applications are available at: 
Financial Aid Office. 
600 S. Michigan. Room 303 
Office of Enrollment Management, 
600 S. Michigan. Room 300 
Academic Advising. 
623 S. Wabash. Room 300 
David Rubin Trustees' 
Scholarship 
$2000.00 for one academic year 
($1000.00 awarded Fall. 2001 
and $1000.00 awarded in Spring, 
2002). This scholarship is for full-
time outstanding students to 
defray tuition costs. Scholarship 
awards are based on academic 
achievement and demonstration 
of financial need. 
Deadline: April 2, 2001 
1th Street Gorooe 
110 ~outh Wobo1h 
122 ~. Wobo1h 
r s h i p 
Hermann Conaway 
Scholarship 
s 
$2000 for one academic year 
($1000 awarded in Fall, 2001 and 
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2002). 
This scholarship is for full-time out-
standing students who have 
demonstrated leadership ability on 
Columbia's Campus or beyond. 
Deadli_ne: April 2, 2001 
111. Balbo ONlY $1.1~ 
DAY OR NIGHl 
Hillary Kalish Scholarship 
$2500 maximum award per academic 
year ($1250 awarded Fall, 2001 and 
$1250 awarded Spring, 2002). This 
scholarship helps medically and finan-
cially challenged students complete an 
undergraduate degree. (Part-time stu-
dents are eligible to apply.) 
Deadllne:Aprll1,2001 
Thaine Lyman Scholarship 
$1,000 maximum a.vard for the Fall, 
2001 semester. This scholarship is for 
fuiHime ~ students who have 
at least 24 credit hours earned at 
Columbia. 
Deadline: March 15, 2001 
Febnaary 12, 2001 
Fiction Writing Department 
Still looking 
for a class? 
Th I f}ECEIV 
Columbia Chronicle 7 
The 
.... g. .. 
Vagina 
Monologues 
by Eve Ensler 
at COLUMBIA COLL.EGE CHI 
HERMANN D .• CONAW 
, J 1nt\ :!~~~ 
CoLLEGE L.l.lll.n.n.~'...t ~ll 
Fiction 
Writing! 
Are you interested in writing? 
Are you creative? 
Do you have stories to tell? 
See your department advisor or 
visit the Fiction Writing Department 
during Spring 2001 Add/Drop Week: Feb. 12 through Feb. 17 
For information about Fiction Writing classes call3Ir344-76 11. 
Classes available in 
•!• Short Stories 
•!• Novels 
•!• Creative Nonfiction 
•!• Script Forms 
Story Workshop® and other 
Fiction Writing Department 
courses will improve reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, visualizing, and 
creative problem-solving skills 
use ful for every college major and the job market. 
Fiction Writing Department 
l2'h Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue 
1104 s. Wabash 
Thursday, _Feb~ary 
at 7:30 . e~ 
to End 
l(~ 
,iJ! --. 
,:;.;.....-, ' ; {,. ' 
.$ ··i · ~- ~ 
D• ~ '':;~~::\. ·.rector: , , 
Stephanie Land·, ... :v"l"' 
Artistic Director: 
Nicole Salm 
Producer: 
Kristen Cone 
THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES 
directed and performed by students 
and faculty o f Columbia CoUege 
8 Columbia Chronicle 
C I b. en ch· . . . . . 
_Afri~,lE-Americ~~1 Heri_t~ge Mon th 
.\lnllll I t['l't l~\ · Clkhr.Hl dtl l .1hri~.. of Bl1~k I !J-.~Pt\ 
Cal~ndar of b·cnts 
-- -- ------ --~-
Coordinated by: 
The Office of 
African American 
Cultural Affairs. 
Friday, Frbruary I 6 
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Featuring: 
Jazz Vocalist 
Dee Alexander 
Thursday. February 15th 
Holcin Gaiety 
.;. Art Exhibition O~ning Reception . "Con<emporary 
Aftic.tJ1 An 1950-2000: Rcfr.oming Tradition" or 
C'.olum h1J College Art Gallery (72 E. I I ·• S1. , C hic•g•>). 
Tues<br . Febru•ry 20 
2:00 1'~1 Hokin GJIIery 
.;. I li p I lop Dance Performance by: LIFE 
6:0(J I'M Hokin G allcrr 
.;. Lcuurc b y Visual Arti st Mich•el llraccy 
Wednesday, February 2 1 
1.00 1' \ 1 H okon G.,llc • ~ 
•:• hi m- .. RoKwood" 
Thur>d•y. Feb ruarr 22 
I :IJh 1',\i 
·:· Drum C ircle · Hoktn G lllrry 
£r·t ryoru t J :m ·ttrtl to brmg ,., prrru umn IIUtrumrnr 
Monday. l·ebruary Z6 
12.00 I'M l lo k111 H• ll 
·:· Panel I ) i\CU \\ IO H lurn hi:. College :trll \ 1\ ' pc.tk 011 
\luJpiuy, fl/,uk Art;,, rlu N,.w Mt!J,nuium 
>:00 PM l l,ktn Annex 
•:• ( A.Hnmunuy Ouue-;ach 
.. &.-u :md Gent r.uiou l.cadcnhip'" 
~l'""kcl>. O>C:J r llr11wn , J r. & My111 Scngnack 
Tucod•y. h lH UM y 27 
1:00 I'M - lfuktn Atlll tX 
•!-- ''A ~lrilmtc w GwcudcJiyu Broolu" 
' "'}llf\tm rtl lry h 4 11Hil w •• "''"· · ·~J I"-'"'' ,f',) M II1 tc"liiJ) 
Wcdunday, Fcbru.ry 26 
I 1)1) I'M lf•okrn (; ol lcry 
~~ h im """"' J••nr •· Q" ·t!S1- . A 
........ c .... ....... 
Febnwy 12, 2001 
C I b" en ch· • • 
. . 
Afric.:an -I\Illl'l il .lll I kritagc Month 
Afric.m 1.'1'""' r ,I 1., rt, rl,. l .• hnc ot Bl.•ckllh ton 
_ c,~cnd.u of F,_v~~-
Month-Long Evenu 
•:• " Images of Ghana" • Photo Exhibit by Michad Bracey-
Hokin Annc:x 
7:20 AM, 5:20 PM: Mon. - fri .. lf:OO a.m. So<. 
•!• WCRX radio '88.1 FM Cekbrata Black History Month 
with profiles of men and women who have made lasting 
conrtiburions ro hisrory. 
\ , . ':'1. "'""' ~oJd~~~~s:r 
0:• ,Yr Exhibirion - "Conremporaty ACriC2JI Art 
,q.:. 19~0-2000: " Reframing Tradition" 
February 12 - April 6 . 
l }ll~ol>dlf )1\t>ugh Frid•y -10:00 AM to 4:00PM 
t t' ~~ ~~~ C~hicago An Gallery 
(72 E. II''. Si .. cf.ilagol 
For more infornwinn c•ll: .ll2-663-1600, 
ext. 6156 or 312-663-5554 
Wednesday, February 11 
I :00 PM- Hokin Gallery 
"-' Film -"Soul Food" 
O~ning Rl:ccption 
5 :00 PM -6:00 PM - Hokin H all 
•!• R.a~eyah Whimer's African D•nce Ensemble 
·:• Video Prcsenration - Celebrating the Fobric of Black 
Hinory: V..icn of Co!Jtm!mz 
(Reception lmmc:diatdy Following) 
Thursday, Frbruary 15 
4:00 PM - Hokin Gollery 
•:• Jau Vocalist 0« AIC~W~ckr 
•:• Visual Artist Michael Bracey- Exhibit Reception 
5:00PM 
•:• C offee Hou5<: - "Spoken Word' ' - a pre.«n<Otion of 
Clmpus pocrry • Hokin Gallery 
6:30PM 
.;. Theater Depanmem p resen ts "The Gift Horse" by Lydi• 
D iamond - ~'inner <•f (h1.s yc:.u '< Thcod<~rc \X•du.l Afri(.:ln 
Amc11C01n PI.Jywriting ComcsL 
Columbia Collrg<s N~ Studio Thr3rer 
7l F.. II '' St. 
T hursday, M:uch I" - Closing 
2 :00 I'M 
HokinAnnex 
•:• "C..arniv:1.l d o Columbia College" - pcrform Jncc b~': 
Angrl D 'Cuba and his Music.! Enscm bl,· 
'1 :00PM 
•:• "The G ift Horse" by Lyd i• Diamond 
Nt :tt Pracm:u io ns of '" 11u· Girt lint\(" .. lw 1 ,·,h;~ I >•:anmnd. 
!-11., M.udt 2. 7.00 l)~i 
1\,u.. M.tu,h J, 7.<)() 1'~ 1 
u n .. Much 4. 7·00 1'\1. OPF~ I:-;C 
Tut ., ,\1;~ • '11 G. 11.00 A:\t 
WcJ . Mud\ 7. ~ 00 1' \ l 
Thur .. M.m.lt K . • HI I'M 
h1 , M.udt '}. ' J l) I'~ I 
.'n .. M.u~;h 10 - ' '' 1' .\ 1 
~un . \h,dt II, \ UO :•M 
5: 10 I'M - K· .10 1',\1 
.;. Clc111ent Cooper's ('h<>rogr~phy Exhibition 
Museum of Contemporary J>hot<>gr~phy 
(,0() S. M,,·lur..tn Ave .. I ' Hoor 
b hib•u o11 ru11 < fn>m March I" ro Aprii .!R. 2001 . 
Mnn. - l'ri . I 0 .00 t\M co ~ :00 J'M. Tucsd•>"' • I 0 :00 A,\ I tn 
8:00 I'M ·"" I s., .. ,.J.y. . 12:00 I'M ro 5:00PM. 
1>:.\0 I'M F,·rl(IISC>n T he•••• 
·:· P.111rl Oiscu SJion "C'.hallenJing the Cann o n" 
lll.tl k 1\ridsh Photographrrs 
( 'l~ u lf•t~·•l hv l'hmot;,.phy) 
February 12, 2001 
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Applications are novv available for 
this unique scholarship program. 
Scholarship vvinners receive: 
• Grants 
. up to $3,000 to help complete projects in 
all fields or the arts and 
con1rnunice1tions 
• Opportunities . 
to work w ith lead ing professionals in 
Chicago's cornmunications industry 
• Spring Showcase 
in the Hokin Gallery 
Learn more and pick up an application by visi1ing: 
The Student Life Office 
623 S. Wabash - Suite 301 
312.344.7459 
or the 
Hokin Student Center 
623 s. Wabash - 1st Floor 
Application Deadline: 
April 9, 2001 
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COMMENTARY 
There's no time like the present 
By Matt Richmond 
Commentary Editor 
A s units o f matter on a spinning globe, we humans occupy our own individ-
ual space and receive the sun's light indi-
vidually, perceiving the progression of the 
meters of a man's life negligible? A per;son 
travels 3.5 percent of the way around the 
world and we're supposed to pretend · 
nothing has changed? 
Will iston, North Dakota, is 893 miles natural day subjecti vely. Every second of west of Chicago. The sun comes up every degree of longitude is its own par- T ime zones are a product of the 
an hour Inter there. It sets an hour later. ticular time zone, and with the tilting of Industrial Revolution. The first uni-
Weather conditions being equal, every- the earth on its axis, each slice of latitude form time was established in England in 
thing in nature happens about one hour sees a different duration of each day. late I 840, forced into effect by railroad 
after it)1appens here. r-- --------------------- -------,,----:-, companies. It wasn't 
:~~~~e~:1elt~pe.n bed 1 t · i • \ ~~~j. ~~;:~~:r u~~: 
lice crawl back into Williston, ND Ohicagc), JL \ and Canada were sub-
their secret hiding jected to standard 
places. 'r - times and time. zones. 
In spite of th is fact Before then, cities and 
however- in spite of towns kept time by 
all of nature-- every- the sun. Local times 
thin11. man-made or - varied widely from 
directed that happens ·, town to town, no mat-
in these two places - 1 ter what the distance 
happens at the exact between them. 
same time. Alarm (One U.S. city, inci-
clocks set for 6 a.m. dentally, resisted the 
bleat simultaneously application of stan-
in each locatio n . dard time zones. 
Identical images of Detroit kept its own 
Matt Laurer sip iden- time for years. In 
tical coffee mugs in 1900 the c ity council 
synchronization on decreed that the city 's 
orth Dakotan and c locks should be set to 
Otica2oan TV screens. Central Standard 
TuneCardsclank in their • -- 1- Time, but only half 
punching machines. the population 
All thai space between obeyed. The city with-
us, completely different stages of a natural Except on the days of the equinoxes, when drew its decree and allowed the citizens to 
day-and our clocks read the same. those who share exact longitudinal posi- keep their own time until I 905, when a 
And then consider Montana. minutes t ion might experience identical day- public vote authorized the change.} 
away fi-om Williston, N.D. Sunrise occurs lengths. every human experiences the What was thought to be a benefit to 
at the Montana border only seconds after passing of the sun through the sky in his or humanity has enslaved us. The idea of 
t occurs in Williston. And yet Williston is her own unique way. standard, institutional time trivializes our 
'" hour '"ahead" of Montana in human Yet we are expected to perceive the time own perceptions (and thereby trivializes 
.:me. of day as a group in arbitrarily arranged our identities). For example, I say, "It feels 
It's confus ing and illogical. A man cross- longitudinal time zones. The powers that like 2:30 to me." You reply, "No. Look at . 
es over an invisible boundary and sudden- be lump us into massive geographical cat- the clock stupid. It's 3:45." I walk away 
ly he has lost or gained an hour in his li fe? egories. They deny us our rightful astro- thinking, "Oh, my perception is faulty. I 
If a person travels west around the world nomical time. In these modem days of must trust the massive organized powers 
every day, that person never ages. It's self-realization, individualism and com- of commerce and govemmenJ. I submit to 
maddening. It's impractical. And it sepa- passion, are we expected to stand for this? them." 
rates us from the natural rhythms of our Are they trying to tell us that the 16 · The U.S. government. or Standard Oil, 
planet. hours of driving between Williston and 
Chicago is worth nothing? Is' 1 ,436 kilo- See 11me z-, page 11 
Letters to 
the Editor 
Carter email 
The Incident of the Ubiquitous E-Mail 
that has Columbia E-Readers all "a-buzz" 
is a tempest in the proverbial Tea-Pot. Dr. 
· Warrick Carter made a computer mistake. 
We are all subject to techno-errors. The 
infonnation received by the College com-
munity in that personal account had noth-
ing to do with Dr. Carter 's qualifications 
for the office of president or his reputa-
tion. He is not only the President-of 
Columbia College with the daunting task 
of "putting Columbia on the E-map," he 
is also a private citizen with a personal 
history. That personal history is private, 
and he has a right to keep it private. 
However, what is more serious, to my 
mind, is the e-mail media leak. That leak 
was meant to embarrass him -and proba-
bly to detract fi-om the effectiveness of 
his leadership initiatives and to cast 
doubt on his future acts. ' 'Throwing the 
first stone" is easy when it remains 
anonymous. Whoever gave his e-mail 
infonnation to the media revealed dis-
turbing and disquieting elements in the 
community: cowardice and hypocrisy. 
Dr. Carter is a professional with a 
record of academic accomplishments, 
artistic achievements, and personal 
integrity-qualities not evidenced in the 
one(s) who sent the material to the 
media. 
We must also feel chastened that we 
have member{s) of the community who 
would use their positions at Columbia to 
try to discredit such a man and the repu-
tation of Columbia College by spotlight-
ing such an inconsequential error. ;., 
I think I speak for the majority of 
Columbia faculty and staff in saying that 
we support him and unite with him in his 
struggle against such unprofessional tac-
tics. Perhaps, the community's collective 
response to this kind of outrageous reac-
tion will help to better define the values 
we not only stand for but those we do not 
stand for. 
Sarah A. Odisboo 
Professor/Eaglisb Departmeat 
As a Columbia graduate, I was pleas-
antly surprised when I read about the 
Warrick Carter situation last week. 
When I say surprised, it's not because 
Dr. Carter tried (now unsuccessfully) to 
hide the fact that he was fired, canned, 
axed, or put on ice by the Disney compa-
ny. (And by put on ice I don't mean his 
job changed to perfonning at the United 
Center with Dumbo and Goofy.) ' 
I was surprised that Columbia h ired 
someone in this day and age who can't 
even send an email correctly. To me, that 
is the real issue that should be discussed. 
While fools and yes-men like Randy 
Albers and Kimo Williams will tty to 
blame the press for the cloud that now 
hangs over Carter's employment, Carter 
should have learned what most execu-
tives have learned years ago--if you an: 
going to lie, stick to it and never, never 
send an email from your account at work 
that can get you into trouble. For that 
lapse in judgment a lone, Carter should be: 
canned (by Columbia this time) and 
Catherine Dovy, the finalist for the job 
that ultimate ly went to old-boy Carter. 
should be named president. 
That is, if she feels comfortable taking 
over lor R computer genius. 
Bob C blarlto 
Jounaalllm/1997 
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LeHers 
Continued from PnMous Pace 
Staff complaints 
I'm glad someone ·fu~ally had the balls 
· to address the workings of the various 
o ffice staffs o f this college (Letter to the 
editor, Jan. 8, "Ineffective Staff''). 
I knew before I ever moved to C hicago 
that I would have problems with the 
office s taffs of the college. My problems 
started when I started rece iving unpaid 
ba lance notices for my acceptance fee 
from the admissions office when I still 
hadn' t received my acceptance letter. 
Once that was resolved I had to deal 
with financial aid. It kind of sucks when 
you leave messages on your advisor's 
voice mai l and you don't hear back from 
them for 12 days. 
During the beginning of my second 
semester, I was once again forced to 
leave messages for my advisor. Two 
weeks later I asked the receptionist if my 
advisor had been in at all. I was told that 
she had been, and that the next day was 
her last. It would have been really nice to 
know that I was going to be receiv ing a 
new financ ial a id advisor. 
I don't know who has been keeping 
this school updated on technology, but 
the university I came from a llowed stu-
dents to register by phone o r even on line. 
We could get our grades o nl ine the week 
after classes were out too. 
My friend Daniel has also had his share 
of problems, including the records 
office's repeated attempts to charge hi m 
for shots they say he hasn' t received. 
Daniel did get his shots - they were com-
pleted liy the schoo l. They keep tell ing 
him the s ituation is taken care of, but the 
bills keep coming too. 
The · school also tried to charge another 
friend of mine $200 in late fees when his 
account was overpaid and the school 
owed him money. 
I must give cred it to the academis por-
tion of the college. I know I'm gettig the 
best education in my field. 
In conclusion, I'd just like to ask the 
various o ffice staffs o f Columbia to treat 
those who help to pay their salaries w ith 
a little respect. We' re not employees to 
be pushed around and we' re not walking 
into your living rooms. We're walking 
into offices that are supposed to be 
resources for us. 
Libby Leone 
Senior/Marketing C ommunications 
Hockey Coverage 
As a fan of the IHL and the Chicago 
Wolves, I found it refreshing that the 
Chronicle decided to cover the All-Star 
game. Although the Wolves haven' t been 
playing up to their regular standards, they 
still managed to surprise thousands who 
didn't think they stood a chance against 
the all-stars. They are the only champi-
onship team in Chicago and should be 
supported. As a die-hard fan, I thank you 
for the article. 
Beth Lewis 
Journalism major 
Time Zones 
Continued from Previous Page 
or NASA, o r the alien overlords, or whoev-
er is in charge of these zones is treating all 
of humanity like cattle. They have eng i-
neered a system that applies more impor-
tance to adhering to standard time than to 
doing a job right or acting sincerely. 
What's more, the techno logy is out there 
to overturn this injustice . 
With the development of GPS (global positioning satellite) techno logy, 
every man, woman and child can have his or 
her own personal time zone. 
For those who don't kno w, GPS works 
like this: there is a satellite in space that, 
from its vantage point, can monitor a large 
portion of the earth. A network of these 
sate ll ites covers the globe with a ll-seeing 
electric eyes. A GPS module on earth serves 
as a beacon, sending its signal to the satel-
lite network, which traces the s ignal to its 
exact location on the earth's surface. The 
satellite then sends a s ignal in return. 
The return signal contains this informa-
tion: the earth module's exact position in 
terms of latitude and longitude. A computer 
on the ground can process that information 
and present it to the user in terms of maps 
and directions. 
A GPS system is really just a homing 
device, like a high-tech cowbell . 
GPS systems are available in luxury cars, 
yachts and hand-held modules. When 
G randpa gets lost on his way to his yoga les-
son, he can ask his Cadillac where he is and 
can tell it where he's going. The GPS sys-
tem in the car will call out to the satellites 
and together they will g uide him, announc-
ing turns and, hopefully, stop signs. The 
hand-held models do the same for confused 
pedestrians. 
The concept of long itude, when paired 
with latitude, is effective in determining and 
specifYing geographic position. But longi-
tude in itself, when applied without regard 
to the x-coordinate of lat itude, is a time-
measuring tool. It works the same as the 
markings on a clock, except, whereas one 
fu ll rotation of a clock's minute hand signals 
one hour, one full rotat ion of the earth sig-
nals one day. Three hundred and sixty 
The Columbia Chronicle Photo Poll 
Question: How do you feel about the new Chicago Carryout? . 
Leonard. Williams Ftwl•••""" Ecilic Octavia Wilkerson Junior/Joumallml Jehan Abon Junior/Graphic Design 
degrees equals one day. Smaller longitud i-
nal increments than degrees are in fact 
measured in minutes and seconds. 
We happen to live on the surface of this 
clock. And as we scurry abo ut its surface, 
we change the clock's meaning to us. 
So what if, instead of programming our 
g round-based computers to p rocess the 
info rmation in terms of global positioning, 
we programmed them to compute a nd 
adjust o ur exact time in relation to the sun? 
Our exact astronomical time . 
We could devise new dig ita l watches. 
These watches wouldn ' t be stubbornly regi-
mented ticking devices with uniform sec-
onds. The passing of seconds would con-
stantly accelerate or decelerate when we 
were in motion. Time would pass in bulbous 
waves, the way we perceive it to pass in our 
own minds. 
Each of us would have a personal time 
zone. Each person aware of his o r her exact 
time o f day relative to his or her exact posi-
tion on Earth. 
With GPS watches and personal time 
zones, t ime would move in a way analogous 
to each person's perception. 
B ut what does this do for us? What is the real advantage o f personal time zones? 
Won 't we miss tra ins and planes and 
appointments? 
Personal time zones would at once be both 
technological evolution and a return to a 
simpler, more natural existence. They will 
break the chains of temporal obligation and 
give human lives back to their rightful own-
ers. 
Yes, you will miss a fl ight. Who cares? 
Yes, you will be late for meetings. Big deal. 
These things are not important. These things 
are not life. 
We have been reared in a system that wor-
ships punctuality. We have been taught that 
tardiness damages credibility. That working 
40 hours a week is being responsib le. That 
time is of the essence. 
Time is as meaningless to the living of 
your life as a yardstick is to walking down 
the street. 
Write your Congressman or something. 
Madeline Schwartz 
Senior/Technical Theater 
"This is perfect They'll do well 
here." 
"The prices went up, but other 
than that. it's cool." 
•I liked the Harrison Snack Shop. 
Now, there's no place to sit and 
have coffee.· 
·The Snack Shop was better. 
You could study without the 
cafeteria atmosphere.· 
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SELECTED FALL AND WINTER CLOTHING!·: 
MENS -- Shirts, Jackets, Sweaters 
LADIES -- Tops, Jackets, Skirts 
Printed T-Shirts, Pants, Winter Accessories, Military Surplus & Much more! 
Selected Merchandise Throughout the Store -- Huge Savings Everywhere! 
Inventory Reduction 
BIGGEST SALE OF THE .YEAR! 
226 S. Wabash ••• 2nd Floor 
·I 
I 
J 
.• 
I 
I 
I betweeen Adams & Jackson (312) 692-1778 RAGSTOCK 812 W. B_elmont ··2nd Floor I . (773) 868-9263 
Store Hours: M-Sat 9-9 Sun 11-7 Store Hours: M-Sat 10-10 Sun 12·7 • 
------ - - - ·-----
Ask the Question Marquis is 
a sp oradica lly produced 
advice column. becau.1·e proper 
loving takes time. It is to he 
read with a sil~t ' French accent. 
The vielt'.\ of the Que.vtion 
Marquis are his alone and are 
in no way to he Cllll.l'trued us 
representative of hi~; sptm .wr. 
Que.vtia. you American pigs. 
www . qu es ti a . c om 
Ask the Question Marquis 
Q: Dear Question Marquis: My girlfriend seems distalll late(\'. And I can/ get her to take off her sunglasses. I wonder if 
she; .\eeing snmean~ else. What should I say to her? Paul in Dallas 
A: A h. mon ami. llhink I can help you with this. Your female is probably feeling that you spend more time with the library 
than with her delicate. sensuous frame. (I am making the assumptions about her. but for your sake, I hope that I am right, 
you know?) But you arc having many of the research papers. correct'' So you have two options to send you on the path 
toward a satisfactory loving scenario. 
Option I. When you arc writing the research "papers. you can save time by going to questia.com. Listen. this is 
brand new. You can skip all of the tedious working. because the full text of the books and journal articles is all online. Search 
for the keywords. highl ight the text. Also. you arc not going to believe this. but if you want to quote something. you just 
cl ick a bunon and Qucstia puts it in your paper. footnotes it. and format.\' tlte bibliogrttphy automatical(v. And right now 
you c:m get two days• ofQuestia free. So try it. When your girlfriend sees how much bcner your papers become and how 
much more time you have for her. she will be lopking at you wi th her naked eyes that seem to say. "Hallo. I like you. Much. 
much more than I like pate de fois graS:' or whatever it is these girls like now. 
Ortion 2. You can challenge her to a duel. 
1\ bo. whal arc sunglasses'! 
"It is I he j oke ofan imbecile who longs to have my knowledge and looks. 
Challenge the pig to a duel." 
(): Oear Que,·tion Man ,uis: My Ji'iend sent me this phtJ/u. I don't get it. /!; it a joke. or is it scmw deeper COIItmental)' 
on tbe e//c•ct o(teclmolo~v on culture? - Cosmo ill Gmnd Rapids 
II : II is 1hc joke of an imbecile who longs to have my knowledge und looks. Chullcngc the pig to u duel. 
{): /)ear Question Marquis : /low 1'11111<' you know about rumpiiii' I'S and dm .t·oms. but yo11'vc never h('{lrd t!f 
\lln~la.<"''· '! - Miclll'lle in IJ,I,I'/on 
A: Oh. Mmglasscs. Of course I know sunglasses. I thought you snid "St. Molusses:· I mn not fnmilinr with that one. The 
rat ron •aint of sorghum'! What'/ · 
•t •u toflc• ' ' run 11111.1" luomcd lu ' '' ' ' 111111. "''~'''I(•• 11\l('lllft •• •r.:" llnd K• "tii•IK~ uf t.Mtiii'IC' 
"'""'''he' AIII«'IIIUH ~~~··tJ "cf "'~-. •t•lf•ll~ filii! ltll!k!lll' f 1•~11 1)1~,1111 Mt~l•. htr l)u~~111, 
IIICI I/IIO'tll• " oy•ol) j llf. " l k:Un t·~~~~~ h tl(l : tl~ I)IK'tlh~t MJtlljUh, lht• l)u~J,IIun MlllljiU~ ••~n~hu~·. 
1111•1 tht ()uc•llun M1111111" IIUII' Ihlll lllltl lr. •)'mhul " ' " -.u \ h ,, nuulr. ' ••I ()n, ,tiM M~dl' 111~ 
q u . e s tO~ 
&nt r Pt~t»n. Faster.· 
Februaly 12, 2001 
LXCLl_LLNCL IN TLACt!ING 
AWARDS 2001 
This important mvard provides a way for the Teaching and Learning Commillee lo advance !he 
c:ommitmenl I!( Columbia College Chicago to rigor and cremivity in our approacht?s to teaching and 
learning across the college. 1rhile !dent!fying and rewarding individual excellence in teaching. This 
year 's award1· will recognize teaching thai emphasizes E N G A G E M E N T: strategies that engage 
and connect students to worlds beyond themselves. 
Onejii/1-time ami one part-time Columbia teacher will each receil'(' 1111 award of $2,500 and-an 
engraved plaque. Award recipients will be notified in early ,June, 200 I. Arrangemems/iJr a suitah/e 
public presentation ceremony 1rill be annow1ced 
To nominate your most effective, most engaging teacher. 
visit bJ.t.p :jlvlyw.s;_<J[~ 1ll&ll~LJi!9!l!Y. teacl.li!!g!cta,ll lm I 
and provide the inli)l'mation requested online 
no later than 4:00pm. Friday, March 9. 200 I . 
!. Provide all pert inent contact information (for both yourse lf and your tL'aciH: r). 
including dqnmmcntal anlliation(s). phone numbers. and e-mai l. 
Columbia Chronicle 13 
2. Briclly explain (in 250 words or less) something specific about holl' the li:achcr you arc nominati ng 
has el'i'cctivcl) engaged you (and other students) in the learn ing process. In explaining just why )Oll 
think your teacher is excellent. try to illustrate how he or she cxcmplili~:s at least Ol\E ol'the live 
characterist ics of excellence in tcarhing identified belO\~ (be very clear about ll'hich charac tc ri sticl ~ l 
you are addressing). 
Recogni::ing that exct>lli!nce in teaching muniksls itsel/'inmwn' dif/'erent modes. strles. and rvict!s. 
1he Teaching and I.Ntrning Commit/ee emlorst?s lhc fr)//ou·ingjil'e charaC/erislic.l of e.rcellc:/11 leachas 
fstatr:cl hl!re in language borrowed(i·om Culumhiu College 's current instrument/ill' solicilmg student 
ohserwiliom o/l i!ltching a11d teaming). 
Excellent teachers 
(I) COII/11/IIIIicate subject mafler 11ccurate~r, clear~r. and wit It cntlwsill.\'111 ,' amltltcy prt'.\l!llt, 
invite, 1111111est multiple am/ bala11ced points of l'iew,· 
(2) aeatc ciJiiununities of Ieamer.\· in wlticlt studeut.HI/11 ant! t!o take inlc/lei·tua/ rist.s 1111tl 
experi111e11t creative~)'; 
( I) treat all .\tltdel/ls witlt respect and CIIIISidemtioll, re1pont!ing appmprialelr to tlt e indiridual 
ner:d.1 o(eacll studellf; . 
(4) stimulate tlt e illtcl/ectua/ and/or artistic mriosiz\' o(stut!etlls,fo.ltcriiiJ: critical und crc11ti l'e 
tfli11!.ing unt! pmhfem soh•inJ:; 
(5) dlllllen~:c, i111pire, 1111d mpport student.\· to do their be.llll'or/i, to ucft iel'e nwre 1111111 migftt 
ftat ·e been expected. 
For complete information about the selection process for the F.xcellcncc in Teaching 
Awards 2001 , visit http://www.colum.edu/faculty/tcaching/cta.html. 
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Real Supplies. 
THE 
. •. <. RT 
STORE · 
Real Artists. o v e r 2 , 0 0 0 i t e m s o n s a I e ! 
bigtubf!S. 
~:~.~;~c~~VI~~ ~~l\ 
List $5.29 sale $3.17 ~! \ )~\ ~() \ ,.~ . 
4 .65 oz tube series 1 \ P 
List $9.99 sale $5.99 
simila r savi ngs on other series 
Art Store Acrylic Paint 
4 oz t ube 
List $5.95 sale $2.98 
Art Store Oil Paint 
175 m l tube serie s 1 · 
List $11.95 sale $5.98 
sim ilar savings on other series 
Winton Oil Color 
200 m l tub& series 1 
List $11.50 sale $6.90 
Prismacolor Pencil Set 
24 color set sku 622096 
Felnlry 12, 2001 
Store Value Sketch Pack 
Includes a 9 x 12 Biggie Sketch Pad, 
9 x 12 Classic Cream Draw ing Pad 
& a 8.5 x 11 Basic Black Sketchbook. 
u st$23.95 sale $9.98 
List $27.49 sale $16.98 
48 color set sku 622097 
List $54.79 smartbuy $32.98 
120 color set sku 622099 
List $135.99 smartbuy $79.98 
500/ooFFUST ARTIST BRUSHES 
All Art Sto re Brushes. Winsor & Newton Monarch & University. 
Robert Simmons Signet & White Sable. 
500/o OFFuST ART STORE'CANVAS 
MEGA NEWSPRINT PAD Sale $3.98 
18 X 24 120 Sheet s 
sim ilar saving s on o ther series ( ~ 
IIMISUpplles.. LINCOLN PARK·1574 NORTM KINGSBURY STREEif~ 
• 
NEXT TO OlD NAVY• CORNER OE NORTH & KINGSB.UR~ 
PLENTY OF FREE PARkiNG! PLENTY OF FREE PARKING! 
liM! Artists. t 312.573.0110 m-f N sat 10-'1 sun 11-6•ei!IISY access off of the no.-th & clyboum L stop 
Auditorium Garage, Inc. 
Southeast Corner Congress & Wabash Ave. 
Cars must enter facility between 
5:00a.m. and before 6:30p.m. Monday-Friday and 
5:00 a.m. and before 12:00 noon Saturday 
1 hour or less $5.50 4 hours or less $8.50 
2 hours or less $6.50 5 hours or less $9.00 
12 hours or less $10.00 
16 hours or less $11.00 
ALL TAXES INCLUDED. 
NO VALIDATION REQUIRED 
MONTHLY PARKING $180.00~;~:~:: 
F~12,2001 
RECEIVED 
[£8 l 2 71lQ1 
COLUMBIA 
OOLLEGE LIBRARY 
FREE TICKETS!!! ! 
Columbia Chronicle 15 
Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, 
to pick up a free ticket (Admit Two) to a Special Advance Showing of 
n3000 Miles To Graceland" at the Pipers Alley Theatre on Tuesday, February 20. 
Tlcllfts- ......................... _.first--, ftrst·MrW<II..... :r· 
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"B'J tbe P9Yer 9f' Gr9'JSk'='rr ... "Tbe'J're B9ckff 
By Sal J. Barry 
Web master 
Upon your next visit to Toys R US, you may be surprised to see some familiar faces: 
GI. Joe, He-Man, Transformers-haven't we seen these before? Yes, about 15 years 
ago. Toys from the 1980s are back with a vengeance, as many companies are re-releas-
ing popular toy lines from yesterday. The results have been overwhelmingly popular 
with kid and collector alike. 
Detractors may argue that reissue toys drive down the- price of the originals. In most 
cases, when you buy a reissue toy, you are getting it cheaper than the original. When a 
toy is re-issued, it is usually because the original is very popular and therefore very 
expensive to buy secondhand. Likewise, when a toy is re-released it usually drives up 
the demand for (and the price of) the original toy even more, as many collectors want 
to own both old and new releases. 
People who don' t collect toys might wonder what the big deal is, and why toy com pa-
n i es would re-hash old stuff anyway? One reason is that many "kids" who are now in their twe-n-
ties have graduated and joined the workforce. Therefore, they have a few extra bucks in their pock-
ets to spend on the stuff they had as a kid (or never had as a kid). The result is that toys 
from the ' 80s are ,--------------=---,r-- --------, 
more expensive, as 
the demand has sky-
rocketed in the past two 
years. Perceptive toy 
companies like 
Mallei and Hasbro---
which make Masters 
of the Universe and 
G. l. Joe respective-
ly- have moved in to 
capitali ze on this 
trend by reissuing 
their old toys. Many 
people would rather 
spend $ I 5 and buy a 
reissue He-Man fig- '-- -------~------'---~-----' 
ure than $40 to buy an "original." 
Another important factor is that there is a whole new generation o f toy buyers out 
there-the kids of.today. A toy that appealed to kids 15 years ago may very well appeal 
to kids today. Star Wars proved this fact five years ago. The original line of Star Wars 
toys ended in 1985, but toy company Kenner started a new line of Star Wars figures ten 
years later which was an unparalleled success. The new line of Star Wars toys was suc-
cessful because of its appeal to both collectors and children, as well as I 997's "Special 
Edition" of the trilogy. · 
Similar trends have followed in the toy industry. In I 998, the popular ' 80s toy/cartoon 
series Voltron was reborn. A new computer-animated cartoon was released, and some 
o f the '80s toys were re-released and sold well. But '80s toys were still not "back" until 
last year, when some of the decade's most popular toys made their return-Masters o f 
the Universe (a.k.a. " I le-Man" figures), G l. Joe, and The Transformers. 
Hining the toy aisles late last year was Mallei's Masters of the Universe action fig-
wes. Re-released were popular characters such as He-Man, Skeletor, Man-At-Anns, Tcela and 
~~~~~~j~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Beast Man. These toys were made to please today 's 
toy collector, as 
each figure- as 
•well as· the fig-
ure's packag-
ing- has been 
almost perfec tly 
replicated. The 
only exceptions 
are minor copy-
right changes on 
. the toys and 
packagmg, so they cannot be passed off as originals from I 982. Even more interesting 
ts that the toys aren' t packaged once, but twice, as each blister-carded figure is then 
placed in a shiny window box to protect the "real" packaging. According to the box, 
only I 5,000 of each figure will be made. Each figure sells for around $ I 5 and are sold 
in toy stores and comic book shops. Lately, the new Masters of the Universe figures 
have been tough to find, so you may have to shop around a bit to find them. 
Somewhat easier to fi nd is the new line of GI. Joe figures. The old line of figures from 
the'80s titled, G I. Joe: A Real American Hero, ran from I 983 to I 994. It was phased 
out, and rep laced by Gl. Joe Extreme, which had nothing to do with the previous series-
the figures were even five inches tall instead of the classic ' 80s size of three and three -
quarters. But the new release renects the popular eighties series, using familiar heroes 
(Flint, Snake-Eyes) and villains (Cobra Commander, Storm Shadow). The figures are 
also the popular 3 Y." size, and include weapons and file cards. Several of the vehicles 
have also been re-released, such as the Cobra H.I.S.S. tank and the Gl. Joe Dragonny 
(renamed the Locust). Unfortunately, these figures 
aren't close replicas like the Masters of the 
Universe figures, as the new Gl. Joe figures have 
different paint jobs-and packaging than the origi-
nal figures. However, they are not " limited" edi-
tion, and are fairly easy to find at most toy stores. 
A third huge '80s toy line- The Transformers-has 
~lso made a comeback, Original'80s Transformers 
have been re-released, but only in Japan so far. 
While new Transformer toys have continued in the 
U.S. with Beast Wars and Beast Machines series, 
old school Transformer toys are seeing slow re-
release in Japan, and finding their way to America 
via eBay and import toy. stores. Takara, the com-· 
pany that manufactures ·Transformer toys in Japan, 
has been releasing an ' 80s character about every 
two months. December brought the release of 
Ultra Magnus and Hot Rod, while last July, Takara 
re-released everyone's favorite-Optimus Prime 
(known as "Convoy" in Japan). Upcoming releas-
es include popular Decepticons Megatron, 
Starscream and Soundwave as we ll as the Dinobot 
Leader Grimlock. Unfortunately, since Hasbro---
the American manufacturer of Transformer toys-
has no plans to reissue these toys stateside, the only 
way to buy them is from import stores, resulting in 
much higher prices, or to buy from a Japanese store 
such as Hobby Link Japan, resulting in higher 
shipping costs. 
But the nostalgic feel of owning something cool 
from yesteryear usually outweighs any price paid 
for an item, original or otherwise. However, the 
toy companies don't make any money off the sales 
of toys from "secondhand" toy stores (i.e. collec-
table shops). Toy companies only nfake money 
when they sell the toy to the toy store. Therefore, expect more toy companies to re-issue 
their old toys in the future so as to cash in on this emerging trend. 
A&£ 17 
Europe's finest come to· Chicago 
The Siskel Film Center is hosting The European Union Film Festival 
VInce Kong 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Chicagoland film buffs are in for a treat this week, as the Fourth Annual Eilropean 
Union (EU) Film Festival continues at the Gene Siskel Fi lm Center. 
"We have a varied and sparkling array of films," said Karen Cross Durham, assistant 
director of public relations. "It will be a survey of the artistic and technica l talents of the 
directors and actors of the EU." 
The festival, which began on Friday, Feb. 9, 
continues until Sunday, Feb. 25, and includes 27 
films representing all 15 EU nations. The 
movies showcased are receiv ing their first 
Chicago screening, so for local filmgoers who 
were not fortunate enough to witness these titles 
on the big screen, they can now view the movies 
the way they were intended. Many of the titles 
in the gala were recently acquired for U.S. dis-
tribution and are slated for wide release. 
\\\ ''\ . ! " .. 
... kti. , ... 
. . '~- . . -.-:· . : . 
., ·~ _ lj· 
'~ ·1.l': 
Thursday will premiere an award-winning 
and critically acclaimed Belgium import by -. .... -~ .. -•. 
director Thierry Knauff, "Wild Blue. " The film 
is billed as an "unusual collage presenting a star-
tling stream of poetic and contemplative images 
punctuated by female voices detailing the human 
experience." The movie drew praise from critics 
and patrons al i)s.e and was a hit at the Cannes 
i :, ;} ,J ' 4 
LEK Film Festival. Later in the evening an entry from ·Greece will 
take the main stage with, Chicago born director, 
Nicolas Triandafyllidis' "Black Milk." The film 
is shot in a in a series of dream sequences remi-
niscent of music videos in a "Felliniesque fantasy" that transports the audience as we ll 
as the protagonist, Alekos; through space and time. Heading into the weekend, the 
Netherlands is represented with Jean van de Velde's story about a young cop at the cross-
roads of his personal and professional career, in Leak; followed by "a magical mystery 
tour through the birth of the Romantic movement in British poetry." Director Julian 
Temple, of Great Britain, constructs a story that "boldly draws parallels between the 
French Revolution and 1968, between laudanum and LSD, and between the Romantics' 
glorification of nature and contemporary environmental issues." · 
Chris Roach 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Ok, I might be the last to 
find things out, so maybe I am 
behind, but it looks to me as there 
may be something going on 
between Mr. McMahon and Trish 
Stratus. When I say something 
going on, I don't mean the average 
business between boss and employ-
ee, I mean the kind of business that 
takes place between a bird and a 
bee. I hope you catch my drift, 
because that is as frank as I' m going 
to get. If I am right, and Trish and 
Mr. McMahon are having "rela-
tions" it really appalls me. I guess 
just because Linda (Mr. 
McMahon 's wife) is off in a mental 
institution it gives him free reign to 
do whatever he wants. Last time I 
checked the commandments, adul-
tery is adultery, whether or not the 
better half is on medication or not. 
great"influence on Chyna's life. 
Ever s ince that damn Right to 
Censor injured Chyna's neck, she's 
been down in the dumps more than 
a hungry bear. But thanks to the 
friendsh ip of Mr. G unn, she has 
gotten herself out of bed and gone 
out and publicized her new book 
Chyna: If They Only Knew. I have 
yet to read the book, but from what 
I hear Mr. Salinger, there may be a 
new literary king, or make that, 
queen. 
Switching topics, I would like to 
congratulate Test on winning the 
prestigious European title from that 
snobby William Rega l. Test has 
really been on a role s ince breaking 
up with his former tag team partner 
Albert. Who by the way is no longer 
a Prince, so should we call him 
King Albert? Also on the tag team 
front , Kai en Ta i get better and bet-
ter every week. Their new found 
use of the English language amazes 
me, and it is a real testament to the 
human spiri!. I remember just a 
co uple of months ago those two 
couldn't speak a lick of English, but 
now they are as fluent as George W. 
Bush. Amazing. What's next, The 
APA stops kicking ass? Well, I 
believe in the human sp irit, but mir-
acles are a whole other thing. 
Speak ing of medication, Road 
Dogg has apparently been released 
from the WWF for us ing the kind of 
" medicine" you smoke. Now, I 
don't know iflhis is true or not, but 
it saddens me that he is gone. He 
was not only a great wrestler but he 
obviously had a promising shot at 
being a legitimate rap star. It . was 
his great lyrics of "Oh you didn't 
know? Your ass better call some-
body" that led me countless times to 
a . hefty phone bill. On a positive -L-------------' 
note, Road Dogg's former partner, 
"The One" Billy Gunn has been a PhoCDsFrom WWF.com 
Starting off the four-film block on Saturday is the Danish film written and directed by 
Katrin Ottarsdottir, "Bye Bye Bluebird." " Bluebird" is a semi-autobiographical 
coming-of-age film about two friends who leave their native island for the "big c ity" to 
become jet-setting fashion models. 
Next is a Spanish suspense film by director Patricia Ferreira depicting the story of 
Paloma and her fascination with an amnesia patient named Mario, in " I Know Who You 
Are." The story has a myriad of plot twists as they piece together Mario's troubled past 
and discover that he may have once been a ruth less I< iller. 
German film, "Aiaska.de" by first time director Esther Gronenbom, hits the screen in 
a "mixture of romance, suspense, and social realism."" Alaska.de" charts the 16 year-
old, Sabine, who is estranged from her mother and is sent to I ive wi th her father in a 
b leak post-Wall suburb in East Berlin. Shortly after meeting a local boy named Eddie, 
Sabin~ witnesses a murder that she believes to be comm itted by Eddie's criminal friend 
Micha. As the story unfolds, it becomes apparent that Sabine knows less than she thinks 
and as she deve lops stronger feelings for Eddie, finds herse lf in danger. 
The highly anticipated film from the back-to-the-basics movement, Dogme 95, caps 
off Saturday's block of movies. In the film, "The King Is Alive", from Denmark, direc-
tor Krist ian Levring takes the audience through the journey o f II tourists stranded in an 
abandoned town deep in the African desert. I laving shot the whole film in chronologi-
cal order and with only hand held cameras, Levring stays true to the spirit of Dogme and 
by using the " low-fi" approach flushes out the natural performances of the prominent 
cast. 
"What makes this fi lm festival so unique is the opportunity for Chicagoans to get a 
sneak preview of the cutting edge fi lms in European cinema," Durham said. "Also, this 
is this is the perfect festi val for Chicagoans because it represents the diversity of the 
city." 
The Gene S iskel Film Center is ,-----,,.,-,--
located in the theatre of the 
School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, and general tickets are 
$7. For more information, cal l 
(312) 443-3733 or the Fi lm 
Center Hotline at (3 I 2)443-3737. 
Also visit www.siskeltihncenter.org. 
Bye Bye Bluebird 
Starring 
Hildigrunn Eyofinsdottir 
and 
Sigri Mitra Gaini. 
World premiere 
New Black Music Repertoly Ensemble 
Bonita Hyman mezzo-soprano 
Elizabeth Norman soprano 
Coleridge-Taylor Peri<inson conductor · 
Paul Carter Harrison libreto 
Wendell ~n composition 
TICKETS $18, MCA MEMBERS $15 
This concert staging of a new opera, 
Doxology, is based on historic 
events in Georgia and invokes a 
young woman's search for spiritual 
balance amongst t urmoil. 
Plus! 
Sat., Feb. 17, 2 pm-free 
The Making of Doxology 
With Harrison·, Logan, Perkinson 
and others -
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REMEMBERlNG THE "MONSTER SQUAD" 
...._Norman 
Assistant Webmaster 
H i. and welcome to the first installment o f Movies You Forgot About or MUFA as we' ll call it. M UFA is a weekly column featuring a different 
fu!!,'Otten movie of the SO's and 90's each week. Some 
arc nothing more than overlooked masterpieces. but oth-
ers are little more than guilty p leasures. Either way, you 
should give these movies a second chance. 
This week's forgotten gem is "The Monster Squad". 
This 1987 nick by Fred Dekker is the story of a group of 
kids who uncover Dracula ·s plot to take over the word 
with the help of Frankenstein ·s Monster. the Mummy. the 
Wolfman and the Gillman. Think "the Goonies" versus the 
Unh·ersal ~1onsters (except the movie was made by Tri -
Stll.r. I!O fil!ure) This is 3 f:tmil\ movie kiddies. so don't 
go exP....,t in~ lots of blood ·n go.re here. but its still n pret-
1) good mo' ie It's funny. cute. and even touching in 
parts; "hat " o uld you expect a movie that \\as meant to 
be "the ne.\1 Goonies .. ~ 
:\nd like Goomes. most of its cast never made it ' crv 
big . "The Monster quad .. stars Jason llervey. who went 
on to pia~ Fred 3\·age ·s brother on .. The Wonder Years .. 
JJld :\1ar:- Ellen Trainor." ho was in the "Lethal Weapon ... 
"hile m:111' others \\ere has- becns or ncver-we rcs Well. 
rna~ be none of them made it ,-cry big. did they? 
·o" I'm sure by now you're thinking. ok this movie 
sounds like it sucks. \\'ell belie,·e it or not. it docsn 't. and 
here's " hy. 
LOC ON AND 
JI/S/1 IJS 
ON THE WEB 
www .(((bronide.(om 
or 
nw. ColumbidCbronide.com 
LOG ON AND 
JI/S/1 lJ S 
ON THE WEB 
1.) Attention to deta il- th is movie invokes just 
about every rule in monster movie folklo re about 
ki lling monsters. e ither by showing it or talking 
about it. Who better to ward off a bunch off killer 
monsters than a group of kids who watch too 
many monster movies? 
2.) Awesom e monsten- Yes the monsters are 
not original. but they look great. That:S thanks to 
the great Stan Winston, the man behind more 
creatures than you can shake a stick at (if they 
don ' t make you pee your pants first) . He created 
the best-looking Wolfman I' ve ever seen in a 
movie. and a gorgeous "Creature From The 
Black Lagoon .. rip-off. Gillman. 
3.) IU funn y. It has many memorable moments, 
and quotes. I mean. come on, who can forget 
" Wolfman's got NARDS?!!!!!"? 
I cannot justify this movie as being anything 
more than a guilty pleasure, but I think that is all 
it was ever meant to be. I fully suggest this movie 
if you are a fan of " the Goonies" or Universal 
Monsters or if yo u arc looking for a good movie 
to just sit down and enjoy. Only one catch-the 
ideo is long out of prmt and most video stores 
don' t seem to carry it. Yo ur best bet is either 
Ebay or Half.com. yo u can buy used copies for 
about the price of a rental. This column will be 
featured weekly on the Chronicles Web site. 
"hich can be found at www.ccchroniclc.com. 
PICKS DF THE WE~ 
Swu p tbt ~ J oba ay 
Tops o fT the h51 fo r thi1 "'«lu show(:;uc of local talents at the Empty Bonk 
' 
I 
Februarx 12 
The Empty Bottle: Guoded by Vo<ces 
Februarv 13 
The Empty Bottle: The V.ndermarlt 5 
febCuiCY 11 
The Empty Bottle: The Abr11ma1Doerner Ouar1e1 
Febryarv 15 
The Empty Bottle The Fatl Collapse. The French Kiss 
Fl '"lde Bowl: E1r1h Crltrt 
Metro: Blue Meeniet. Flogging Molly. Rr~r Crly High 
Eebrull'l 16 
The Empty Bottle Sweep the Leg Johnny. SIXto. Hero of a Hundntd Fights 
Metro Hrgh Gr u Doga. Loti Vegat. Kameron Ft~ 
Eobru•l'l 1 z 
The Empty Bottle: Shlpprng Newt 
Metro: This lvr. V C.hOr1 Bible School 
lHF V AND E RMARK 5 
itt, \ · .• ~~·~· .. 1 1 
'4 "'•~ ~''t,f • . ~ 'nwV~ 5 
1\m•lll<!r ,.r th ~ " ~ ·, 
lcillltl'c'• "' h~¥ 
"' tho 'nw . lh>~tl 
SHOW.ME 
YOUR 
-
VVVVVV.WILDGIRLS.lNS 
*3 Girls Gone Wild Videos~ 
- The Original'" 
-Spring Break Uncensored~ 
- Mardi Gras Madness" 
· *WildGirls.ws T -shirt 
llf!IJ113B 
L..CG D-1 t<W IF" YCI.J Ul(£ WILOGIALS TM 
WWW.WILDGIRLS.WS 
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Oscar Who? 
By Chris Roach & Tom Snyder 
Senior Writers 
He~ kids. guess "hat? That's right. it's Oscar season. 
ag:tin. On the moming ,,f Tuesday. February I 3. the 
'''"I! \\ait \\ ill he O\'er: \\ C wi ll ha, ·c the list of nmn inecs 
f~'r Oscar Night ~00 11 
E'e~ ~car. "ithout tail. th,,sc fX'Sk~ Oscar , ·otcrs fail 
t•' n,,minate man~ of the trul~ remarkable accomplish-
ments in rilm. With their limited and severe time con-
straints ( is ti ' c hl'llr.< really enough time to celebrate a 
'car ot spcctacular mot i0n - pictures~) . the A eadem) of 
.-\ns and Scicn,·cs ta il to rccosmizc the films and 
moments that rea ll~ had reoplc talking. 
S''· i11 an attempt to rect i~ the s ituation. \\C ha\ e e\tCn· 
SI\ Ch researched ea.:h and C\eC\ film ot ~OOO to find the 
oot-~>-oh' ious thmgs that ma~e people shell out S8 .50 
J ticket. 
s,,me of the tollo" i m.~ films and actors ma' actualh 
gamer nominations. hut \\C doubt that it '"" be for o~r 
c'ren reasons 
Best Supporting Performance b~· a Sportin~: Good: 
Wilson. that lo \Cahlc ' o llc' hall in "Cas t A"" ... 
Runner-up: ~tan Damon's 'l- iron in "The Legend · of 
Bagger \'ance .. 
~lost Likublt. ~u., -drugs-ain't-so-bad" perfor -
mance: ~l ichacl [)(\uQias tor " \\ onder Bo,_: · Runncr-
..ap: B i ll~ Crudup fN ·7Jcsus· Son ·· · 
~lost Horn~; a g. "Ht~ -drugs-tum-~ ou-into-a-mum-
bliag-zomb~" Ptrlormnct: TIE - Ellen Burst~n and 
Jmnifer Connole~ for " Requaem fo r a Dream .. Runne r-
up En ~ Clmstenstn fN "Tra11ic .. 
~lost Crutht. " Damn-ltt '•-go-stt'-that" Titlt for a 
rllm: ~ natch .. Runner-up " Dude. Where·s \1~ (JJ~ .. 
~lost ~mpatbttic Ps~cbopatb in a ~lotion - picturr: 
Clmsuan B~k for " Amtncan Ps~cho - RuMer-up 
G10' a.nm Rabasa for ''The Gaft ·· 
Latt ~ mpatbelic Ps~ cbopath in a ;\lotion-picturr: 
:ooqum Phoenl\ for "Gii>do~tor .. Runner-up Alan Ford 
: na:ch -
Tllt f~d~ l<rufltr Would ~ Proud Award : Hugh 
;~~ for " X. \Ien- RuMer-up 1-:e\ln '\p.>ee~ ior 
-p·~ n F o,.... .ud -
Bat Aatreloaoac film : ~,th ()a~ - Bnt Pro-cloninc 
film : -,:., D•·· - f "'l-lo .,.ouldn'; Ia~< ~n \Cc '"o \ mac' 
.•• n mg .uo~ l. olhng pcorle ~, 
\ lumtltoa of tbt Yur : BcniCaO Del foro for 
-r-.:r.c - -s,.:.:n- "The Pledge.- md "\\ ·~ of the (,=- R ... -...,.....J;; \l.ulon \h~ ""' (o, " Rc'lu•cm for • 
D·u:n.-~ \lo-1<:- •:>d - n ungcom and l>r>~om ·· 
llottnt Ouo of tbt Ynr: A1hl.-. JIXld .L-.d ' •t•hc 
Pr,.-_T .. n (rx " \I. 'here !he l l<..n f, .. Runner-up \bnhe" 
'.!~( ,.... . .,f!hc: .L-.d Jr.n ll<>n Jo, o for " l . ~" I .. 
Best Nude Scene: Katie Holmes for "The Gift." 
Runner-up: Kevin Bacon for " llollow Man." 
Best Film to Make You Love Music and Hate Men 
Simultaneously: " lligh Fidelity." Runner-up: "The 
Filth and the Fury." 
Best Film to Make You Want to Pick Up a Sword and 
fight Someone to the Bloody Death: "Gladiator." 
Runner-up: " ll ighlander: Endgame." 
Best film to Scare the Shit Out of You and Make You 
Kick Any Drug Dependency You May Have: 
" Requiem for a Dream." Runner-up: "Traffic." 
But Pro-drug Film : " Human Tral1ic ." Runner-up: 
" Rugrats in Paris: The Movie ... 
Best Film to M•ke You Wuh You Had Bern 15-yun-
old during 1973: "Almost Famous." Runner-up: Wes 
Craven Presents "Dracula 2000" (there was never a 
" Dracula 1973"). 
Best Bad Ass in a Luding Role: Russell Crowe for 
"Gladiator." Runner-up: Hugh Jackman for "X-Mcn." 
But Bad Ass in a Supporting Rolt: Benicio Del Toro 
fo r "Trame." Runner-up: Brad Pin for "Snatch." 
But film to spnk Politiul Dtbatr: "Traffic." 
Runner- up· "Battlefield Earth" (should Sc ientology be 
outla"ed~ We think so). 
~lost Dis~tustingly Libu•l Ptrformuct : JefT Bridges 
for "The Contender." Runner-up: Joan Allen fo r "The 
Contender .. 
;\los t Dis~tustingly Con.urnth • Ptrform•nct: Ga~ 
Oldman for ·· rhc Contender.. Runner-up Rohen IX 
:-.;o ro for "~len of I lonor ·· 
Btst Song in a film : " Man o f Constant Sorro" .. from 
"0 Brother. Where 1\ rt Though~" Runne r·up 'Te,•er 
Dog" from ",\lmo<t t.1mous " 
~lost F.n~tac in~t Scort: Clmt \-lanse! and the 1-: ronos 
'itnng ()u.lnct for " R<'luicm for a Dream ·· Runner-up 
•\ ar for "The \ 'arsan <;uaC1dc< .. 
o .. t rtbric \ rromplb hmtnt by a Oirtclor: '\te\Cn 
\odcrbcrgh tor . fr:~ITIC .. Runner·up \ ng I cc for 
"Crouchan~t loser. I laddcn Dr:~gon .. 
Bt•t \lttmpl lo \fak• Auditncf' ~.,. B•~ond Juli• 
Robuts ' buU} hru•t• and botch} onl'- lintrt by a 
O~rtc t or : \tC\cn \ o.lcrhergh for " f ran ll n,; ~mach " 
Runner up t h . ...,elf 
01. . } I>U get the P"'"' l he 0<cJ I' arc ga><'<l !Pt rccog· 
n1110g nU1\t,mden~ ,li,;(OmpJ.,..hrncnt~ Ill fl\0 \ IC'i, hut 
tho..: ucornrll<hrncnt< ar• not larnatcd to thC1t <tcrole 
<~ tcgnt 1C< ll ut "''" r' ·'} !.lit ll crc .Ire mar P"~' '"the 
lop \1 \ C.liCi{OfiC' 
Best Picture: 
Snyder: " Tral1ic" 
Roach: "Requiem for a Dream" 
Best Director: 
Snyder: Steven Soderbcrgh for "Traffic" 
Roach: Darren Aronofsky for " Requiem for a Dream" 
Best Actor: 
Snyder: Christian Bale for " American Psycho" 
Roach: C hristian Bale for " American Psycho" 
Best Actress: 
Snyder: Ellen Burstyn for " Requiem for a Dream" 
Roach: Ellen Burstyn fo r " Requiem for a Dream" 
Best S upporting Actor: 
Snyder: Bcnicio DelToro for "Traffic" 
Roach: Willem Dafoe for "Shadow of the Vampire" 
But Supporting Actrrss: 
Snyder: Erika Christensen for "Tral1ic" 
Roach: Zhang Z iy i for "Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon" 
ACROSS 
1 Location of 
Ndjamena 
5 "Born in the " 
8 Tool ahachment 
14 Traditional tales 
15 Org. of Flames 
16 Thyroid 
treatment 
17 Resting on 
18 Franklin and 
Theodore 
20 Initial Y's, for 
example 
22 Building site 
23 Inactive 
medication 
24 Needle case 
27 Adolescent 
28 Hearing range 
32 Stately tree 
35 Star of "Edward 
Scissorhands" 
37 Accus1om 
38 Dam or Ashley 
41 Actor Mineo 
42 Dutch painter 
43 Pillsburgh 
slugger Ralph 
44 Excursion 
46 Drunkard 
47 Methodological 
discipline 
49 Marx or Malone 
52 Links warning 
53 French stars 
57 A Gabor 
60 Acquisition 
62 Prix fixe 
65 Sicilian peak 
66 Playwright 
Eugene 
67 Avoirdupois unit 
68 " Cheatin' 
Hearf' 
69 Get cozy 
70 Make a choice 
71 Tizzy 
DOWN 
1 Hold tight 
2 Monopoly piece 
(l.. ... ·s Scent .. ('" "•·· 
4 Represent 
5 Removed 
clothes 
6 Threaten 
defiantly Solut ions 
7 Succulent herb 
8 Nogales nap 1 I 
tJ n 
N S 1 d 0 
0 A N 0 1 
Z/10101 
3 , 1 s 3 N 
, , I 3 N 0 9 1 1 of calendars 
10 Lemon ending 
1 1 Medicinal 
'I N 1 3 3 1 0 H 0 3 , a 
" 1 
quantity 
12 Not fooled by 
13-Snug spot 
1 N 
... 
1 0 
3 w N I 
~ ~ 0 1 ~ " 
s d 
" 1 1 " ·~~ 3 3 ~ 0 ~ ~ 3 :> N 3 I :> S 
I tJ 1 tJ 3 N I ~ 19 Snooze soundly 
21 Fork in the road 
25 "'B VII" author 
26"_ 11 
N 3 3 1 s , " s "tJ n " , 
Romantic?" 
29 Shades 
3 tJ 
·~ 1 0 s 1 
0 N I 
- ~ tJ" n 1 , s 
, 3 A 3 
d d 
3 
3 
, 3 
s 0 
3 0 w , 3 
N 3 3 1 ~~~ o a 3 :> 
MO A I w 3 s 
0 tJ d 0 1 " 
30 Popular cookie 
31 Camp abode 
32 Wapitis 3 N I 0 01 1 H N 3 tJ 
0 , 
33 Noncleric N 0 d " N S " s n 0 " H :> 
34 Academy Award 
winner of 1936 50 Director Howard 58 Fan blade 
59 Vigoda and 
Burrows 
611n _ 
(altogether) 
63 Ignited 
36 Goll score 51 British sailors 
39 Dive(s milieu "- 54 Give the game 
40 River in Tuscany away 
45 "General 55 Boredom 
Hospital" extra 56 Begin 
48 lnfanrs bed 57 Harrow's rival 64 Comer pipe 
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()lassifieds 
Announcements 
$5,000.00 TO WOMEN. 
Healthy woruen 21-31, with a history of 
pregnancy, needed to serve as anony-
mous egg donors. Donors will be evalu-
ated, take medication and undergo a 
minor surgical procedure. If interested, 
call ARR 773-327-7315. 
Serious inquiries only. 
Christopher Evans Photography 
Actors Headshots, promo photographs 
for performers of all kinds etc. 
Affordable rates. Call for free 
con~ultation! 773-392-FOTO 
Roommate Wanted 
SWF 
I am transferring to Columbia{from 
Indiana State) .. .looking for ROOM-
MATES w/ or w/out an APT. I'm pretty 
quiet (keep a good GPA),but love to 
have FUN on weekends! I'm laid back 
and get along with just about 
anyone .. contact me@ (812)237-6439 
LORA groovygumby@hotrnail.com 
.!2!a 
TELEVISION INTERNSHIPS 
available with Lake County Television. 
Gain hands-on experience in television 
produc~on. Positions available year-
round. Call847-782-6080 for an 
application. 
Jobs (continued\ 
Fight for Justice! 
LET THE PEOPLE'S VOICE BE 
HEARD! Intern with the Illinois 
Organizing Academy! The Illinois 
Organizing Academy {lOA) is a project 
of Service Employees International 
Union Local 880. lOA's goal is to identi-
fy and train organizers to build power for 
low wage wor11ers in Illinois. lOA will be 
running a month-long, paid 
trainingflntemship program in Chicago 
for people interested in organizing. 
March 5, 2001 through April 6, 2001 
(Summer Internships also Available) 
Full-time, permanent organizing posi-
tions may be available to graduates 
throughout Illinois and Missouri. Learn 
to organize low-wage wor11ers and fight 
for justice! 312-939-7490 {Chicago),1-
800-321-7348 (outside Chicago area), 
e-mail resume to seiu880ch@acom.org 
, or fax 312-939-8256. Car helpful. 
Women and People of Color Strongly 
Encouraged to Apply. 
Intern with lOA, 312-939-7490 
Discount Travel 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Jamaica & 
Mazatlan. Call Sun Coast Vacations for 
a free brochure and ask how you can 
Organize a small group & Eat, Drink, 
Travel Free & Earn Cash! Call1-888-
777 -4642 or e-mail 
sales@suncoastvacations.com 
Classified Advertising Rates: 
Only 25 cents per word. 
All major credit cards accepted. 
Pre·payment required. 
Deadline: Friday 5:00 p.m. C.S.T 
To place your order, visit the world wide web at: 
http://WI'IW.universaladvertising.com 
BUYER BEWARE: Neither Universal Advertising nor Columbia Chronicle assume responsibility for 
damages resulting from any advertisements. 
CALL 312·344-7432 with Questions 
ADVERTISE IN THE 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
Columbia College Chicago www.ColumbiaChronicle.com 
AND REACH THOUSANDS OF 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
CALL 312-344-7432 
FOR OUR MEDIA GUIDE 
22 Columbia Chronicle ,...,12, .. 
.. f .... fa.s.t. ... f.o.o.d? 
- / , 
• Minn./St. Paul 
• Myrtle Beach 
• Kansas City 
• Buffalo/Niagara 
,... . . 
. , . " 
from $45 
from $69 
from $70 
from $79 
www. flyv anguard.com 
Open 24 Hours a Day 
Fly 
Home. 
Mom's sure to 
make your 
favorite 
for dinner. 
' \. 
• New Orleans from $9 9 
• New York from $99 
·• Pittsburgh from $99 
• Atlanta from $1 09 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth from $1 09 
• Los Angeles from $1 09 
• Denver from $12 9 
n !ll!rhl II N!'li\1''1' 1 ~~~ itl INCllJQ all ~ P' I'Hli\:WCNI'IIIt ~~ 
Cl!l'!l n @!ltl'll(l fl . N l'r>f'\.'f M"l8 II" NON Allt\INQAkll!  o-TU 
J\Pil'L'f !!f!N" Alii! l!Miflll<l ANO W.'f NOt ill!"""~· ON"'-'· ""'~~ 
1\Al\ U8.1 Of rO CHANOI ANO 00 N()f INOI.Uot '"I'O't Of' U4" TO til~ 
I nu•. ~ II ~UCI. j\JiiiOHA~ Of 1!0 liAer~ WA'f, Mlt~l Afltl\. I . MOM~ 
CJUI t0U8 noVfiN()t Will, 1\COVII'II M}OII'IONAI. i"tlll llc.\MtN'I' O•IAI'IOII. 
Februly 12, 2001 
Attention All Journalism 
Students, Photojournalists 
& Editorial Cartoonists! 
Applicants for the 2001-2002 John 
Fischetti Scholarship are now available in 
the Journalism Department, Suite 1300, 
624 S. Michigan Ave. All full-time 
Columbia College students, including 
graduate students and incoming transfer 
students, who specialize in print or broad-
cast journalism, photojournalism, editorial 
art or political cartooning, are eligible to 
apply. Awards are based on academic 
merit, financial need, and service in the 
student's speciality (ie., internships, work 
on student publications or productions). 
Twenty-one scholarships, up to $2,000, 
were awarded for 2000-2001 . 
The application deadline is 
Friday, April 20, 2001. 
312-939-5633 
226 South Wabash Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60605 
10% Discount with A valid college ID 
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Unaversity ol Hawai'i at Manoa. Summer Sessions 
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WE CAN COMPENSATE YOU. 
BUT NEVER REP/\Y YOU. 
Earn $5000 compensation. And a 
couple's undying gratitude. Drawing 
on my experience as a former egg 
d o nor, w e are uniquely qualified to 
offer you a level of professional ism, 
understanding and respect b eyond 
other services. Make a donation. 
Make a life. Make a difference. 
. 
Nllt<;-' I Folli~S 
Fouro<Jo•. Eqg DonO< 
Qi)-JCEIVEABI LITIES 
Call us at 773~868·3971 . Or v 1'1t us onilr'e at www.conceiveabillties.com. 
MEDITERRANEAN CAFE 
OPEN: MONDAY - SATURDAY NOON - 7PM 
I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO 
STUDENTS AFTER 4 
224 South Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago, IL 60605 . 
312-939-5685 
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it's like winning. the 
The UPS 
EARN& 
LEARN 
Program 
Get up to $23,000* in College Education Assistance 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Steody, Port-nmo Jobs • $8.50-$9.50/hour 
Wee<ends & f'oi~<I•Y' Off ANO Great Benefits! 
HODGKINS* 
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I* I 
~ don': paSS It up. p~SS It on! 
ADDISON* 
{Ar"n)' Trail & Lomba•d Rds.) 
Ph, 630-628-3737 
$500 Bonus at this location! 
To Acd•sor. take pace bus 1536 or 1393 
PALATINE* 
{Hocks & Rand Rds.) 
Ph, 847-705-6025 
$1000 Stay Procraml (Sunrise Shift Only) 
$500 Stay Procrom! CTw•liiht Shott Only) 
To Pa'atone fran El&on take pace bus 1556 
For more mformatlor. please call our 
lecolohes dorect or our 24 -hr. 'jobhne at, 
THE 
USE 
IN-STOCK 
c 0 L I 
Columbia Book•tore 
A 
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"In a duel, there is only 
one instant winner, 
at questiapromo.com 
there are thousands~' 
For a chance to instantly win a 
Dell"' Laptop, Handspring Visors'," 
messenger bags and more, go 
to questiapromo.com! 
Questia'" is the new online 
service designed to help 
students write better papers, 
faster and easier. 
questO~ 
Better Papers. Faster.~ 
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Chicago native hoping to-live dream, play f~r: Sox 
By Scott Markus 
Correspondent 
Upon first glance around Soxfest 2001, held Feb 2 
through 4 at the Hyatt Regency hotel on East Wacker Dr., 
the casua l observer might notice fan favorite third base-
man llarold Baines answering questions from the audi-
ence, or offensive standout and first baseman Paul 
Kone rko giving advice on what makes a good major 
league hitter. 
It was easy to look past Autograph Stage Two, where a 
man was talk ing with a former neighbor about a store that 
c losed down in Buffa lo Grove, where he used to live. That 
man, Josh Pau l, wi ll be making his bid to play for his 
favorite team. the Chicago White Sox, for his first full 
season. 
Paul , 25, played exceptionally well during spring train- · 
ing in 2000. lie played so we ll that he earned a spot on the 
opening day roster where he was taken under the wing of 
veteran pitcher Cal Eldred. 
llowever, with catchers Brook Fordyce, Mark Johnson 
and Charl es Johnson on the roster, Paul was forced to play 
much of the 2000 season in the minor leagues. Before the 
season drew to a c!ose he was called back to the majors to 
fin ish on· the summer and play in the first playoff games 
fo r the Sox since 1993. 
"There was just an electricity in the park that you could 
feel." Pau l sa id . 
That electricity, however, proved to be bittersweet. 
" It was painful ," Pau l said, alluding to being swept by 
the Seattle Mariners last October. 
As is characterist ic of Paul , he immediately looked to 
the bright side, citing the acquisitions of infielder Royce 
Clayton, All-Star catcher Sandy Alomar and pitching ace 
David Wells. "(These recent moves] show that the organ-
ization wants to win.'' 
Regardless of what happens this spring, Paul already 
achieved a life-long dream when he stepped onto the field 
to pinch run for Charles Johnson during the fi rst game of 
the playoffs. 
Born in Evanston and living in the Northwest suburbs, 
Paul was a Sox fan lost in a sea of Cubs fans. Luckily he 
was able to seek refuge in his father, another Sox fan, who 
only took his son to White Sox games. 
AP Photo/Frank Polich 
After being with the team during the playoffs, Josh Paul (left) is hoping to stick with the White Sox this spring. 
It is difficult to imagine who was more excited when the 
Sox drafted Paul in the second round of the 1996 draft; 
Paul or his father. After being a force on the Buffal0 
Grove High School team, he attended Vanderbilt 
University, where Baseball America named him a Second 
Team All-American. From there he started playing pro-
fessional baseball in the minor leagues. 
AA to a rookie league to rehabilitate it. Otherwise Paul 
has been a standout; establishing himself both offensively 
and defensively. 
During his first professional season in l 996, Paul was 
named The Player of the Month for August by hitting four 
home runs and slugging .594 percent. In I 998 he com-
piled a . 997 fielding percentage, which included a streak 
where he was errorless in 4 16 total chances. . 
Paul made his major league debut with the Sox late in 
the 1999 season. Just days later he drove a pitch by the 
Tigers Man Anderson to left field for his first hit. 
culty in choosing between the two perspective catchers by 
saying, "Paul gives another dimension than Johnson does, 
but Johnson gives another dimension thil!l Paul does." 
Very comfortable in wearing his dream uniform, Paul 
admits, "It's a lot of fun. I leave a bunch of tickets for my 
friends every game. I get a lot of support from them, but 
the best part of (playing in Chicago] is being able to play 
in front of my parents." . 
As Always, Paul remains optimistic. 
"[ think I have a real good chance to make (the team] 
this year." 
"The minor leagues were the toughest thing for me. The 
farther away it is from the majors, the tougher," said Paul, 
who has spent five and a half of his six professional sea-
sons playing in the minors. 
The White Sox organization, from GM Ken Williams to 
Manager Jerry Manuel, has nothing but praise for the 
young catcher. 
As far as goals are concerned Paul confessed, "! don't 
make personal goals. I only make team goals." 
"Playing in the minors was the hardest part about get-
ting to where I am now," Paul said. 
Paul 's biggest set back came in 1997 when he broke a 
bone in his right wrist and had to move down from Class 
"Paul is versatile enough that we feel he has enough 
speed so we can use him on the bases," said Manuel. 
It is this attitude and style that will bode well for the 
young catcher while he competes with Mark Johnson for 
the position of second catcher for the team. 
Blue Demons 
COIITlHUED FROM BACK PAGE 
Pa111ck L Pyszka/Chronicle 
DePaul's Joe Tulley fires a three-pointer. 
College Basketball 
Tuesday 
Wiscons in@ Illinois, 8 p.m. 
Thursday 
Arizona @ UCLA, 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday 
UIC@ Loyola, 3 p.m. 
The White Sox radio announcer pointed out the diffi-
Joe Tulley led the Blue Demons to a 90-78 
victory over the visiting Houston 
Cougars. The sophomore duo combined 
for 63 points to give DePaul its second 
highest output for the season. 
Hunter dominated early, scoring seven 
points as he guided the Demons to an 
early I 0-2 lead. The strong start enabled 
the Demons to lead the entire first hall, 
even taking a 14-point advantage at one 
point. But the Cougars were able to 
scratch their way back into the game and 
cut DePaul's lead to 48-42 at halftime. 
The Cougars were coming off a victory 
over Charlotte, whom they trailed by 18 at 
one point, and early in the second ha lf it 
s tarted to look like they would pull off 
another comeback against the Demons. 
Cougars' guard Dominic Smith, the hero 
of the Charlotte game, took over the game 
by hitting a couple of jumpers and spread-
ing the ball around to his teammates for 
open shots. Led by Smith, Houston was 
able to take a 4-point lead, 63-59 with 14 
minutes left in the game 
"They just let that kid (Smith) go," sa id 
DePaul coach Pat Ke!Vledy. "We tried to 
run a guy at him and double team him, but 
we were a little slow getting there. The ir 
plan really allows him to be a one-man 
show." 
Not to be outdone, Tu lley put on a one-
man show of his own hitt ing three 3-
pointcrs during an 18-5 Blue Demon run, 
giving them a 77-68 lead with 4:30 left. 
On the night, Tulley went 6- 10 from 
behind the arc and finished with a game-
high 22 points. His performance was a 
remarkable tum-around after shooting a 
dismal 1-for-1 0 against Cincinnati last 
Saturday. Despite his shooting woes 
against the Bearcats, Kennedy told Tulley 
to keep shooting. 
" I don't think he's going to have many. 
1-foriO nights," Kennedy said. "And I 
think the more he gets in the flow of the 
offense, over time he is going to get bet-
ter." · 
Tulley has been gaining confidence, get-
ting into double figures in four of the last 
six games, including a career-high 23 
points against St. Louis. 
" I think I've been getting more minutes, 
which has he lped, and everybody is look-
ing for me more," said Tulley. 
llouston tried to mount another come-
back, but the Blue Demons stepped up 
their defense intensity and didn't let the 
Cougars get anything staned. Hunter got 2 
of his 8 blocks in the final minutes to go 
a long with his 9-ol~ 10 shooting for the 
night. 
Kennedy called the victory a "must win" 
facing the final stretch of games before 
the conference tournament. With 7 games 
remaining, the Demons are trying to con-
tinue playing quality basketball and get in 
a groove that will give them a chance to 
Blackhawks 
Wednesday 
San Jose, 7:30 p.m. 
Friday 
St. Louis, 7 p.m. 
Sunday 
Los Angeles, 2 p.m. 
make a run al winning the conference 
tournament. Kennedy said he feels they 
have the opportunitY to do that. 
" We've played our best basketball in our 
last five or six games and even when we 
lost to Cincinnati we showed that," said 
Kennedy. 
If Kennedy can continue to get inspi~ 
play from Tulley and Hunter, and leading 
scorer Bobby Simmons can rest his soar 
ankle and get back to I 00 percent, look for 
the Demons to continue to improve. their 
play. Due to his ankle, Simmons hasn't 
been able to practice, but he is still 
DePaul's best threat. On Wednesday, 
Simmons played 39 minutes and had a 
double double . with 16 points and 16 
rebounds. 
College basketball in March is always 
unpredictable and almost every year at 
least one team comes from the bottom of 
the conference and wins the ir tournament. 
DePaul. at 3-7 in conference, is hoping 
they can be that one team when they trav-
e l to Louisville, Kentucky for the 
Conference USA Tournament from March 
7 through I 0. 
The rest of local college hoops: 
Due to an early press time, the Thursday 
UIC, Loyola and Chicago State games did 
not make the publication. Their results 
will return in the Feb. 19 edition of the 
Chronicle. 
Bulls 
Tuesday 
Atlanta , 7 p.m. 
Saturday 
@ Clevela'ld, 7 p.m. 
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Chicago State coach remembers his mentor 
By Graham Couch 
Sports Editor 
Even on his death bed, AI McGuire didn't lose his 
wit, according to Chicago State Head Coach Bo 
Ellis. 
"He was a teacher, father figure, motivator and 
disciplinarian," Ellis sa id. "He was always putting 
things on my mind, a lways giving directions and 
guidance." 
It was McGuire who advised Ellis on what to look 
for when he took the job at CSU in 1998 after ten 
seasons as an assistant with his a lma-mater. 
"Coach said that the carnival is over," Ellis said 
about McGuire's realization that his end was near. 
Ellis played at Marquette for the legendary coach 
in the mid-70's and was the captain of McGuire's 
1977 National Championship team. 
"He said, ' Bo, if this was a marquee job every-
body would want it. Sometimes if you want it you 
have to start at the bottom, so there is nowhere to go 
but up."' 
Ellis attended McGuire's funera l Jan. 29 in 
McGuire, 72, also a famed broadcaster lost his 
· long battle with a blood disorder on ' 
Milwaukee. It has been reported that more than 
1,500 people fi lled the church, 
making it a standing room only 
crowd. 
Jan. 26. 
Ellis' last conversation with the 
man he calls a friend and mentor 
took place nine days before his 
death . 
" I said 'Coach, how are you 
doing?' He said he was doing good, 
but that he would have to cut our 
conversation short, and he wanted 
me to call back tomorrow," Ellis 
said, adding that it most like ly meant 
the nurses tending to McGuire were 
in the room. 
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AI McGuire 
McGuire began his career at 
Belmont Abby in 1957, before 
start ing his 13 season run at 
Marquette in 1964. McGuire left 
coaching in 1977 after winn ing a 
National Championship, finishing 
with a career record of 404-144. 
As good as a coach as McGuire 
was, he may be remembered more 
for his 23 years as a broadcaster. 
His witty comments during games 
Repeated attempts to contact McGuire failed and 
Ellis never spoke to him again. 
became patented "McGuireisms." McGuire retired 
last March. 
"The line was always busy," Ellis said. " I knew 
he didn 't want to talk to anybody." 
In 1992, the man Dean Smith called a "Maverick" 
for his sometimes unusual coaching methods, was 
inducted into the Hall of Fame. According to Ellis, it was the day of their final talk 
that McGuire's health took a tum for the worse. 
Published reports said that McGuire decided to die 
with dignity rather than continue with the drugs and 
blood transfusions. 
McGuire's ability to deal with young men is 
something that Ell is has tried to carry on with his 
players. 
"He let you grow as a young man," Ell is said. "He 
treated you like a man as long as you came to prac-
t ice everyday and worked hard." 
Ellis credits much of who he is today to his life-
long relationship with his former coach. 
Money 
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Avant and Ellis both said that 
their budget is much less than 
either of the two aforementioned 
programs. Yet, that is to be 
expected, given that the Mid-
Continent is a smaller confer-
ence than either Confer~nce 
USA or the Midwestern 
Co ll eg iate Confere nce . 
However, according to Avant, 
Ellis is the highest paid head 
coach in the league and their 
total budget for men's basketball 
ranks somewhere in the middle. 
Avant said that the school has 
tried to give Ellis and previous 
coaches whatever they need. 
" In some programs, coaches go 
to Cali fornia to see a kid and j ust 
fly back," he said. "We can't do 
that. We find the money some-
where if a coach is really serious 
about a kid." 
At Chicago State Ellis is often 
required to fill out paper work a 
couple of weeks before he wants 
to go. see a potential recruit on 
the schools budget, something he 
sa id bigger schools don't have to 
deal with. 
"At small schools you have to 
have a game plan," Ellis said. 
"Our philosophy is to stay in 
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, 
Michigan and Ohio. Within 
those five states there are plenty 
of kids to help our program." 
Ellis has often gone outside of 
the program to get funds to help 
his program. On many recruiting 
Patrick L. Pyszka/Chronicle 
The UIC Pavilion seats 8,000, an attractive qual ity for recruits. 
trips he has used his own money 
and when he first took the 
Chicago State job, Ell is turned to 
the alumni at Marquette to help 
upgrade the locker rooms. 
"Kids like nice stuff," he said 
of the leather couches, stools, 
and big screen television that 
were brought in. 
It's not as if the school is bank-
rupt. They fly to every game 
more than five or six hours 
away, j ust as UIC and DePaul 
do. And in a conference that 
includes teams in Cedar City, 
Utah, Tulsa, Okla., and Kansas 
City, flying can be a regular 
event. 
Also, Chicago State is planning 
to break ground soon on a new 
6,500-seat arena on one of three 
sites within the campus. The 
bui lding will definitely be ready 
by July of 2003 according to 
Avant. 
Until then, Ellis said he must 
continue to stay pos itive and try 
and change the perception of the 
program as best he can. 
It is the challenge Ell is faces 
now that makes him remember 
the advice given to him by long 
t ime friend and Utah Head 
Coach Rick Majerus. 
"He said, 'What you' re going 
through now will make you bet-
ter in the future. If [winning at 
Chicago State) were easy, every-
body would want the job,"' Ellis 
lamented. 
Ellis will never have the kind 
of funds at Chicago State that 
major programs have, but 
according to Avant, that should-
...:t stop the team from winning. 
"Money is not always the 
measuring stick for success," 
Avant said. "It helps and it would 
be nice to have more, be we're 
okay." 
Money may not be the only 
way to win, but YOilbout it, Ellis 
could be in for seW!I'al more sea-
sons of frustration. 
Sports 27 
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the sideline reporters, such as Chicago's own Mike Adamle 
(WMAQ-TV), asked the players questions they were either too 
winded to talk or gave uninformative and uninterest ing answers. 
With all the camera angles, sound-bytes, and sideline interviews, I 
was overloaded and wasn' t able to j ust watch the game. There were 
so many other things going on that you forgot a football game was 
being played. The XFL threw everything they could at the American 
public and I don' t think the majority of people were able to take it 
all in. 
Even duri ng halftime we didn' t get a break. Cameras were inside 
the locker rooms of both teams for an "all-access" view of what the 
players and coache~ were doing to get prepared for the next 30 min-
utes of ugly football. 
At first I actually found this "all-access" view interesting, but just 
like every other aspect of the XFL, after a couple minutes it bored 
me. Nothing interesting happened. It was ten minutes of coaches 
ana players talking about, well, exactly what I thought they would 
be talking about-strategies to he lp them in the next half. 
The locker room scenes were so boring I wouldn't be surpri sed if 
sometime during the season Vince McMahon has The Rock bust in 
and break a chair over quarterback Tommy Maddox 's head just to 
add some enterta inment. 
Announcers such as Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura, cx-Seahawk 
Brian " I got run over by Bo Jackson" Bosworth, and Milwaukee 
Brewers play-by-play man Man Vasgersian tried to convince the 
American public that they were watching good football by yelling 
"What a hit!" or "Now that's football!" Sorry guys, you didn't fool 
us. 
They didn't have much help from the players who made them-
selves look Jess credible by putt ing names like, " l ie Hate Me" and 
"Death Blow" on the back of the ir jerseys. The XFL said they 
allowed the players to put whatever name they wanted on their jer-
seys because they wanted players to be able to express the ir person-
alities. The guy wearing "He Hate Me" on the back of his j ersey 
may become one of the stars of the league, but I wouldn't even 
know what his name is! 
The majority of the players in the league are NFL busts or young 
players who may have been overlooked by NFL scouts. There are a 
number of players drafted in the first-round o f the NFL now playing 
in the XFL, including QB Jim Druckenmiller, RB Rashaan Salaam, 
QB Tommy Maddox, RB John Avery, and RB Vaughn Dunbar. 
Playing in the XFL gives these players the chance to continue thei r 
football careers and some players, such as Druckenmiller, have said 
they hope playing in the XFL wi ll give him the opportunity to show 
off their talents and allow them another chance at NFL stardom. 
But when it comes down to it, med iocre players combined with 
McMahon's outlandish presentation only create bad football. 
During the two games I watched over the first weekend I was 
bored by the large number of poor passes, dropped balls, and game-
slowing penalties. And where were the .big hits promised by the 
XFL? One big element of the new league was that there were no fair 
catches, which we were told would produce bigger hits. But that 
doesn' t seem like that is going to happen because there is a five-
yard halo that tacklers can 't penetrate before the receiver fields the 
punt protect ing the returner from getting pounded by oncoming 
defenders. .. 
But even if the play doesn't get better over the season, people will 
probably st ill tune in to see the sex and violence. 
They will tune in to see the bimbo cheerleaders as they hold signs 
advertising things like 1-800-COLLECT, in such a way so you can 
still see their push-up bras. And for inc idents simi lar to the one 
where a player for the San Francisco Demons ripped off his oppo-
nent's helmet and then kicked it toward the side lines. Later, when 
the Demons' player was interviewed on the sidelines, he said he 
kicked the helmet because his team is "willing to do whatever it 
takes to win." 
Someone should have told this guy that if kicking a helmet helped 
you win, the Bears would have tried it this season. 
OK, so I didn't like the dizzying effect the XFL had on me, but in 
the grand scheme of things, I don't matter. Especially not to 
McMahon, who watched as the XFL's inaugural broadcast between 
the Hitman and the Outlaws grabbed a rating of I 0.3 with a 17 
share. That means an average of I 0.3 percent o f America's TV 
homes were tuned in to the game at any given moment. That was 
double the four to five rating NBC's sports chairman Dick Ebersol 
was hoping for. 
Then again, the USFL received even higher ratings for its fi rst 
game in 1983, but over time wasn't able to stay afloat. If the XFL 
can somehow continue to draw a large amount of fans, it j ust might 
to stick around. After all, McMahon turned wrestling into a "soap 
opera for men," and now it is one· of the most watched programs on 
television. 
Bef against the boys and the girl 
Picks fqr February 12-17 
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Record: 0-0 
Wiscon. (@. Illinois 
Duke @ .. Virginia 
Arizon~ UCLA Kansas owa St 
Illinois Indiana 
Wiscon. !aJ. Illinois 
Duke @"Virginia 
Arizona~ UCLA Kansas Iowa St 
Illinois Indiana 
Record: 0-0 
Wiscon. (a). Illinois 
Duke @'-Virginia 
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Illinois Indiana 
M. Richmond · 
Record: 0-0 
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II 
A. Holst 
Record: 0-0 • 
Wiscon. (a). Illinois 
Duke @Vrrginia 
Arizona~ UCLA Kansas owa St 
IUinois Indiana 
Guest 
Record: 0-0 
This could 
be you 
everything but 
football 
As l watched the XFL last weekend it reminded me of the WWF, but it wasn' t 
because Vince McMahon was the 
mastermind behind the league, or 
the in-your-face sexuality that 's so 
prevalent in the wrestling ring and 
now the football field. Even after 
the first quarter, l couldn 't put my 
finger on it. 
Halfway through the second 
quarter of the XFL's inaugural 
Neil Buethe 
Assistant 
Editor 
game between 
the NY/NJ 
Hitmen and the 
Las Vegas 
Outlaws. with 
all of the dizzy-
ing camera . 
angles, horrible 
commentary, 
sleazy cheer-
leaders and 
overall bad 
football, l fig-
ured it out. lt 
felt like 400-
pound WWF 
wrestler Rikishi was performing 
his finishing move. The Banzai 
Drop (where he sits on his oppo-
nent), on top of me as l sat on my 
couch. 
It was painful to watch and l' m 
sure it was painful for Hassan 
Shamsid-Deen of the Orlando 
Rage, too. 
Instead of using a coin toss, each 
team elects a player to sprint 20 
yards toward a football placed at 
midfield. The first team to gain 
control gets to choose if they want 
to kickoff or receive. Shamsid-
Deen sep~ted his left shoulder as 
he dove. toward the football during 
the XFL's own version of the "coin 
toss." Before the first play from 
scrimmage Shamsid-Deen was out 
for the year. 
I should have turned the televi-
sion off right then, but since I was 
writing this column I was forced to 
keep watching. Plus, I admit that I 
wanted to check out the different 
camera angles, the sound-bytes 
from players and coaches during 
the game, the tightly clothed cheer-
leaders (I'm human), and some of 
the head-rattling hits. 
There were 27 cameras used for 
the NY /NJ vs. Orlando game, 
including a camera suspended over 
the fie ld, called the X-cam. and 
two helmet-wearing cameramen 
who were on the field at all times. 
These cameras allowed viewers to 
go inside the huddle and on the 
s idel i ne~ with the players and 
coaches. The on-the-field angle 
from behind the quarterback didn't 
give a good view of the play, but 
you were able to get a better feel-
ing about what the players were 
seeing. The league wi II probably 
find out which angles are better 
over the season and we could see 
some interesting shots. But, I sti ll 
think the "Eye Cam" used by ABC 
for the Super Bowl was better than 
any of the shots from the cameras 
on the field. 
Along with the new camera 
angles, the players were miked to 
allow viewers at home to hear 
everything from the play call to the 
trash ta lking going on between 
players. There was a fi ve-second 
delay so producers could edit out 
any ;wear word;, hut a few man-
aged to get by. 
We al ~o found out there i' a rea-
" m why reporter' wait until after 
the game to talk to player;. When 
See Buethe, page 27 
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Chicago State's Jacoby D. Dickens Center (above) seats 2,500. DePaul plays at All-State Arena (below), which can hold 17,500. 
Bo Ellis is attempting to build a Chicago State program with 
little Division One tradition and an even smaller budget 
By Graham Couch 
Sports Editor 
As the clock wound down on Chicago State's Feb. 3 Joss to 
Southern Utah, Head Coach flo Ellis Jet out a scream. 
The frustration of losing had caught up with the third, year coach. 
Chicago State 's 70-57 defeat was their 13th straight and drOpped 
the team to 0-9 in the Mid-Continent Conference and 3- I 8 overall, 
matching last season's loss total in the first week of February. 
"This has probably been the hardest thing I've ever done in my 
life," Ellis said. "I've never lost as much as I've lost since I've been 
here. And I knew it would be tough, but the thing that hurts me so 
much is out of all the games that we've lost, eight or nine of them, 
if we did the little things-make free throws, come up with 
rebounds-we win those games." 
dollar budget, as ap~sea to w_e have here."' . 
Neither Ellis nor Athletic Directof AI AV'ant;.wtilild disclose"tlie 
dollar amount in the men's basketball budget. According to Avant, 
former coach Craig Hodges complained publicly about the rec~t­
ing budget; and quoted it at $1,000. Hodges comments were pnnt-
ed, embarrassing the university. 
Looking at Ellis' background, one could see why all the losing has 
made him uncomfortable. Since taking over the Chicago State 
men's basketball program in April of 1998, Ellis bas gone 16-60. 
Sixty losses in two and a half seasons? This is a man who cap-
tained a National Title team at Marquette in 1977 and didn't lose 60 
games in his last five seasons as an assistant at his alma-mater in the 
90s. 
However, while Avant denied Hodges' figure and called the 
amount spent on the basketball program "adequate," he admitted 
that Chicago State has a "low budget compared to other schools." 
However, unlike Jimmy Collins at UIC or Pat Kennedy at DePaul, 
coaches that have had relative success in their frrst few years on the 
job, Ellis has had less to work with. 
Both Collins and Kennedy have more than adequate funds to work . 
with. . . • .. ·. - • •. -., 
According to Jonathan Darby, Assistant Athletic ~UI 
charge of finance, J)IC's men's basketball program has 'an' _ 
budget of $474,766, $47,000 of which is allocated for J'CCJ;Uitiilg: "At Chicago State my hands are tied," Ellis said. "At Marquette 
we had the Bradley Center (home of the Milwaukee Bucks with a 
capacity of I 8,7 17), here we have the. Jacoby Dickens Center (~ot 
the home of the Chicago Bulls, capactty 2,500). We had a mdhon 
DePaul allows Kennedy $87,018 to spend on rectuiting (,or; 
program, said Patrick Murphy, Director of Busin.ess affairs_ : 
See Menej, · -
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DePaul's Andre Brown (4) shoots against Houston. 
Blue Demons still clingi~g:tGj 
hope for postseason berth 
By Nell Buethe 
Assistant Editor 
During a time-out in the DePaul bas-
ketball game Wednesday night against 
Houston, Dibs, the Blue Demons' mas-
cot, came out . onto the court with a 
young woman. Over the loudspeaker the 
announcer told the crowd that the 
woman had the chance to win a trip to 
anywhere in the U.S., but only if Dibs 
could make a difficult half-court shot. 
Dibs nailed it and the woman got her 
trip. 
The Blue Demons arc hoping to make 
a trip of their own in March. They want 
to go to the NCAA Tournament, and 
from the looks of it, their only chance is 
to make their own version of a half-
court shot- win the Conference USA 
To urnament. 
After losing three of their last four 
games, many fel t the Blue Demon's 
chances for a NCAA bid were dead, but 
the players arcn 't giving up hope. 
"We still are trying to crawl up ang 
make the NCAA tourname'!.t," , said 
sophomore center Steve Hunter. >'We 
stm have some hopes of that.'' • --~ 
If the Blue Demons were tg ·~
rest of their remaining games and.~ 
with an I 8- I I record; it might ~IIi: 
enough to convince the NCAI\,'~jlll 
committee to include them in this ~·s 
Big Dance. But if DePaul start~ 
improving its play down ~ .~~~~~ ..j~tt 
might be able to pull off a slfll!flqf~ 
or four wins and be crowned til& i:biuii-
pion of the Conference_:~ · f;JS~ 
Tournament. By winning• the ~­
ence tournament, they would be..:,ji.\(e[l 
an automatic bid to the Big Dance in 
March. 
After Wednesday night's game against 
Houston, the Blue Demons showed they 
might have enough firepower to sneak 
into the NCAA Tournament by way of 
the "tournament back door." 
The inside dominance of Hunter and 
the clutch outside shooting from guard 
See Blue Demons, page 26 
